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AUSTRALIA

Market Share Gains Key to ResMed’s Outlook
Following FY22 results, brokers set higher price targets for ResMed on average and expect market share gains.
-Strong demand and competitor woes assist ResMed’s FY22 result
-Fourth quarter device revenue rises by 14% relative to the third quarter
-Brokers set higher 12-month price targets on average
-Ord Minnett downgrades on valuation and a delayed buyback
By Mark Woodruff
ResMed ((RMD)) can secure a ‘Cochlear-esque’ ((COH)) 70% market share of the global sleep market, given
more strength in the US market, says Wilsons.
As a result of this view, following fourth quarter/FY22 results, Wilsons upgrades its rating for ResMed to
Overweight from Market Weight and increases its target price to $38.75 from $30.71.
The fourth quarter was ahead of expectations, according to Morgans, with strong demand, competitor Philips’
device recall gains and price rises helping expand gross margins, though operating margins were flat on higher
operating expenses.
Excluding covid-related ventilator sales in the previous corresponding period, fourth quarter device revenue
rose by 6% year-on-year and increased by 14% relative to the third quarter.
Management noted a stable-to-improving supply chain environment and highlighted sufficient manufacturing
capacity to increase output with improved component supply.
ResMed develops, manufactures and sells continuous positive air pressure (CPAP) devices for the treatment of
sleep disordered breathing. Wilsons also notes the increasingly important software ecosystem offering that is
wrapped around the company’s medical devices.
The broker, not one of the seven brokers updated daily in the FNArena database, notes the brisk introduction
of card-to-cloud devices to counter the global chip shortage, and to take full advantage of Philip’s product
recall woes.
Management estimates US$60-70m in incremental device revenue associated with the recall for the fourth
quarter, which equates to total revenue of US$230-250m for FY22.
Brokers within the database generally approve of the latest results, and the average 12-month target price
rises to $36.66 from $36.12, which suggests 7.3% upside to the latest share price.
While Ord Minnett likes management’s confidence that market gains will be held, even after Philips returns,
the currently elevated share valuation leaves little room for error. In addition, the -US$1bn MEDIFOX
DAN acquisition is thought to have pushed out a share buyback well into the future, and the broker downgrades
its rating to Hold from Buy.
Citi also downgrades its rating to Neutral from Buy on valuation, despite upgrading EPS forecasts and expecting
a permanent 10% market share gain in devices due to the Philips recall.
The broker notes the fourth quarter result was in line with consensus at both the revenue and earnings (EBIT)
level, though 3.5% above consensus for EPS due to lower interest and tax expenses.
In further justification for its rating downgrade, Ord Minnett points to declining gross margins over the past
two years resulting from a greater weighting towards lower margin devices and increased freight costs as a
result of covid. However, the gross margin for the fourth quarter still managed a 50bps rise compared to the
previous corresponding period.
Citi is less bleak on the outlook for margins, explaining FY22 was one of the rare years to see operating
deleverage for ResMed due to supply chain challenges, the elevated freight costs and a focus for
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manufacturing upon output rather than optimisation.
More positively, Outperform-rated Macquarie points out new patients are now running at more than 100% of
pre-pandemic levels in most countries, with available capacity for increased new patient diagnosis.
Citi also notes ResMed effectively doubled its device production capacity with the opening of its Singapore
manufacturing facility.
The quarterly dividend of US44 cents was in line with Credit Suisse’s forecast and up 5% year-on-year.

Outlook
Management expects device sales growth sequentially in every quarter throughout FY23 on the “stable to
improving supply chain environment”.
Also, while management proffered no guidance, higher costs are expected to be manageable due to the
existing device surcharge combined with US price increases from July. Freight costs are also expected to
continue to decline and provide some margin relief in the second half of FY23.
As semiconductor supply improves, Jarden expects rest-of-the-world device sales for Resmed should return to
growth. However, it should be noted the card-to-cloud device solution is not as viable for some European
jurisdictions, given reimbursement in these markets hinges on digital connectivity of CPAP devices.
The broker, not one of the seven updated daily in the FNArena database, maintains its Overweight rating and
reduces its target to $34.83 from $35.47.
Goldman Sachs, also not one of the seven, retains its Buy rating and $34.40 target on an initial review of
results, and expects the ability to capture market share from Philips will be key to stock price performance
through the coming quarters. According to Morgan Stanley, Philips may not be able to compete for new
patients for around 12 months.
Looking further out, Add-rated Morgans sees a multi-year opportunity for ResMed to grow at or above market
and solidify its market leadership position.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Finally, A New Growth Phase For Telstra?
It's been a while, but most stockbroking analysts are prepared to take a positive view on Telstra's outlook for
the next three years, with asset sales, share buybacks and higher dividends on the agenda.
-Telstra increases final dividend to 8.5cps; first rise in seven years
-FY22 revenue shrunk -4.7% to $22.05bn
-Analysts note a more upbeat sentiment overall
-Mobile competition remains a key risk moving ahead
By Nicki Bourlioufas
Mobile competition a key area of risk
Brokers have welcomed the surprisingly upbeat sentiment that surrounded the FY22 financial result from
Telstra ((TLS)), including positive momentum from the mobile division and a surprise increase in dividends,
with some analysts saying Australia's largest telco is enjoying its strongest prospects for growth in a decade.
For the 12 months ended 30 June, Telstra’s revenue fell -4.7% to $22.05bn, but this was largely due to costs
related to the NBN rollout, which is now nearly complete. On a more positive note, the company’s underlying
earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) jumped 8.4% to $7.26bn.
Telstra also provided FY23 underlying EBITDA guidance (excluded the recently acquired Digicel) of $7.8bn to
$8.0bn. Guidance includes for total income of $23.0bn to $25.0bn in FY23, exceeding expectations, and
reflecting an expected 20% lift in handset sales.
Combined with the acquisition of Digicel (adding $0.3bn), Macquarie indicates Telstra should have released an
underlying EBITDA guidance for FY23 of $7.8bn to $8.3bn, with the broker questioning the -$300m shortfall at
the upper end.
This is one reason why Macquarie is Neutral on Telstra with a $4.01 price target. The broker points out greater
mobile competition is a key risk for Telstra, though upward mobile market pricing should act as a favourable
tailwind for the company.
For the moment, Telstra’s mobile business is driving strong revenue gains, with the division posting EBITDA
growth of 21.2% or $700m in FY22. Telstra’s 5G network is around twice the size of the next nearest
competitor, covering 80% of the population with 3.5m 5G capable devices already connected.
Telstra revealed underlying fixed costs were down -$454m and total operating expenses fell -5.8% to $906m.
On management's timetable, 6G could be available by the end of this decade. Telstra’s revenue from the NBN
rose 3.3% to $930m, with the revenue indexed to CPI inflation for the next 25 years.
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Long awaited dividend rise welcomed
The surprise from the FY22 report came in the form of an increase in the final dividend to 8.5cps, bringing the
total dividend for the year to 16.5cps per share.
The FY22 dividend included an increase in the ordinary dividend from 10c to 13.5cps, and will see around
$1.9bn returned to shareholders, on top of the successful $1.35bn share buyback completed in May this year.
Commenting on the company’s decision to increase the dividend, outgoing chief executive officer Andy Penn
said it represents the first increase in the total dividend since 2015 “and recognises the confidence of the
Board following the success of our T22 strategy, the ambition in our T25 strategy of high-teens EPS growth
from FY21 – FY25, the strength of our balance sheet.”
As per always, Telstra's dividend outlook is keeping the expert community divided.
Macquarie suggests the increase sets the benchmark for the annual dividend at 17.0cps (8.5 per half) until
FY25. Credit Suisse is more upbeat and says the dividend can grow from these levels to 17.0cps in FY23 and up
to 18.0cps in FY24.
Goldman Sachs has left its FY24 dividend forecast unchanged at 17cps to 18cps but raised its FY25 estimate
1cps to 20cps. This broker is Neutral on Telstra with a $4.40 price target.
Like Goldman Sachs, UBS has a Neutral rating on Telstra with a $4.15 price target. UBS expects a 17cps
dividend in FY23 and observes Telstra shares are only offering a circa 4% FY23 dividend yield on 17cps, below
the S&P/ASX200 at 4.6% and representing only a small premium to the Australian government 10-year bond
yield of around 3.29%.
More upside potential
Morgans liked the result and has retained its Add rating for the shares. This broker concludes the company is
presently enjoying “the strongest tailwinds in a decade” with pricing rises.
Morgans has lifted its target price to $4.60, concluding, after years of working hard to lower costs to offset
declining earnings, “Telstra has comfortably turned the corner and guided to growth in underlying EBITDA
again in FY23.”
Morgans said the incoming chief executive officer to replace the outgoing Andy Penn is unlikely to change the
positive direction of the business.
Morgan Stanley too is very upbeat and predicts Telstra might turn into an outperformer in uncertain
markets. The investment bank has a $4.60 price target on the stock with an Overweight rating. Increased
mobile market share, higher mobile earnings margins and a big lift in broadband margins from introduction of
5GFW are all considered favourable tailwinds.
5

JP Morgan also expects more positives to come from Telstra's mobile division in FY23. The mobile division
reported underlying EBITDA of $7.3bn in FY22, 8% higher than the prior year.
JP Morgan does point out, while the mobile division performed strongly, the fixed line business remains
challenging with the fixed consumer division again reporting “anaemic margins”. JP Morgan has a $4.60 price
target on Telstra and an Overweight rating. It estimates dividends of 16.5cps to 17.5cps in FY23.
Ord Minnett, who largely whitelabels JP Morgan research, has maintained its Buy recommendation on Telstra,
though it has trimmed its target price to $4.60 from $4.65 due to higher capital expenditure estimates.
Ord Minnett explains its positive angle as follows: “We believe investors should be owning the stock for the
mobile outlook and the monetisation of InfraCo".
Credit Suisse, with a target price of $4.50 and Outperform rating, agrees with Ord Minnett's approach, but also
believes any increase in mobile competition remains the key risk for Telstra.
FNArena's consensus price target of $4.37 suggests Telstra shares still have more than 7% upside potential.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Can BHP Keep Delivering?
BHP has surprised with a massive dividend, but plans from here are to increase spending for growth in
future-facing commodities.
-BHP's dividend surprises to the upside
-Free cash flow bonanza
-Big lift in growth plans
-Spending on the future
By Greg Peel
BHP Group ((BHP)) reported earnings yesterday in line with or slightly better than forecasts. But earnings were
not the focus.
The result contained two major surprises – the size of the dividend payout and the extent of capex planned
over the next several years.
The final dividend of US$1.75 was well ahead of consensus, and represents a 77% payout ratio. We recall rival
Rio Tinto ((RIO)) cut its payout to 50% from 75% citing uncertainty around the direction of commodity prices.
The extent of the dividend was even more surprising given BHP also managed to reduce its debt to “near zero”
– actually US$0.3bn but BHP could find that down the back of the couch – as had Rio, and also has a bid on the
table for OZ Minerals ((OZL)).
The dividend payout was backed by a free cash flow result that also handsomely beat forecasts. The
US$24.3bn achieved included US$3bn in FY22 tax to be paid in FY23 – so just a timing issue – but also a lower
Aussie dollar and lower Chilean peso which helped reduce operating and capital spending costs to below broker
expectations in an inflation-impacted environment.
Coal earnings also surprised, being more than enough to fill the gap from lower iron ore prices over the year.
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Kid in a lolly shop
So, what to do when you’re swimming in cash? Spend it!
BHP announced an increase in capex guidance from US$6bn in FY22 to US$7.6bn in FY23, US$9bn in FY24 and
US$10bn in FY25-27, well ahead of broker assumptions.
Over half of the spending is focused on “future-facing” commodities, but nothing exotic – specifically copper
and nickel – which has EV growth written all over it. Copper and nickel are hardly new commodities for BHP.
OZ Minerals produces copper and nickel. Management admitted that despite the OZ Minerals board dismissing
BHP’s advances out of hand, the price being offered is on the high-side. Brokers doubt that will prevent a
higher price being offered.
Some of the capex will be used to increase production of the Western Australian Iron Ore division from a
current 290m tonnes per year to 300mtpa by FY28. There is a further plan to possibly lift that to 330mtpa, but
by spending on operational efficiencies (access to port) rather than more ore per se.
Then there’s potash. BHP had been quiet on its Jansen project for a while but given the world’s biggest
suppliers of fertiliser are (were) Russia and Belarus, the incentive to dig up old bird droppings in Canada has
increased.
Capex is targeted at both organic growth and M&A, but in the latter case brokers expect only bolt-on
acquisitions (eg OZ) rather than any game-changing moves.
The end of big payouts?
Investors will soon see trucks backing up to their door when the dividend is paid, but if the plan now is to
spend up big, have they seen peak dividends?
Not necessarily, brokers suggest.
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On the strength of free cash flow, no debt and currency support, brokers assume the big payouts can still keep
coming – maybe not as big as 77%, but still substantial.
The point is BHP is not spending to survive, it's spending to grow. While management did not go into any detail
about exactly what it will spend money on, brokers have been quick to speculate.
Suggestions include organic growth-wise, Jansen (potash) stages 1 and Escondida (copper) concentrator
leaching, Olympic Dam (copper) smelting, as well as iron ore production. Money can also be spent on efficiency
of existing operations, as may be the case in iron ore.
As for M&A, well OZ provides a clue.
In theory growth provides for more cash flow, and thus ongoing dividends.
Risks?
The direction of commodity prices, obviously. Rio is cautious on this front, and is holding back earnings just in
case, although brokers suspect a bigger payout will be forthcoming with the final divided.
On a near term basis, the risk of a global recession looms large. We note a big drop in prices across the
commodity spectrum this week when China posted weaker than expected July data – China being rather critical
to global growth. But BHP has growth plans out to FY28, and beyond.
Copper and nickel prices may have come well off their highs but it is generally agreed that there ultimately
will not be enough copper and nickel in the world to meet demand growth for EVs, wind turbines, solar panels
and just about anything in an electrified future. Not at the current rate of production and exploration.
BHP is keen to face this future.
There is nevertheless a question as to how increased iron ore production might impact the global iron ore
price. BHP is pretty certain China’s not about to stop making steel anytime soon.
While a couple of FNArena database brokers are still getting over the shock (have not yet updated), and Citi is
on research restriction (OZ Minerals takeover), broker ratings are unmoved from two Buy (or equivalent)
ratings and four Hold.
Earnings forecasts have been trimmed to account for increased capex but the consensus target price has ticked
up to $42.38 (so far) from $42.35. This suggests only 3.4% upside, noting BHP rallied 4.1% yesterday on result,
which explains why four brokers see valuation as fair.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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JB Hi-Fi: How Resilient To Spending
Slowdown?
After delivering a strong full year result, JB Hi-Fi reported momentum carried into the first month of the new
financial year, with sales slowdown expected to impact in the second half of the year.
-Robust consumer spending has supported a strong full year result for JB Hi-Fi
-Declining customer sentiment, rising costs and RBA rate hikes expected to impact in the year ahead
-Increased capital expenditure will support store network growth in New Zealand
By Danielle Austin
JB Hi-Fi ((JBH)) has benefitted from resilient consumer spending in the year past, with the company reporting
FY22 sales growth of 3.5% to $9.23bn, and achieving net profit of $545m.
Supporting the result, demand for consumer electronics and home appliances remained elevated in the second
half, driving 10% year-on-year sales growth in the half, and momentum appears to have carried into early FY23
according to initial July trading updates.
The second half did see some shifting trends however, influenced by covid lockdowns, with the company
reporting an acceleration of sales as the year progressed -- particularly once lockdowns ended -- and a return
to stores and subsequent slowing of online sales.
Market analysts noted a shift in consumer sentiment, to consider electronics more of a staple, benefits JB
Hi-Fi, and will likely improve spending resilience in the category and reduce the company’s exposure to
cyclical trends.
While the company improved gross margins across the board, up 36 basis points over the year, The Good Guys
brand emerged ahead of the rest of the group with gross margin improvement of 89 basis points.
The cost of doing business increased for JB Hi-Fi, up 0.2% year-on-year to 11.6%, driven by increasing costs of
labour and rent which look likely to continue to pressure earnings in the coming year. Consumers have so far
accepted price increases implemented to offset cost increases, which have largely been delivered in the home
appliance category.
Renewing its focus on JB Hi-Fi New Zealand, the company has committed to annual investment expenditure of
-$5-10m over the next three years, with money being spent on store refreshes and network expansion.
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Slowing of sales growth appears to be a case of when, not if, according to market analysts
Following the release of JB Hi-Fi’s full year results, all of FNArena’s database brokers have updated on the
company, with three being equivalent Buy rated, two equivalent Hold rated, and one equivalent Sell rated.
Between them, the six brokers have an average target price of $47.64, spanning $41.30-$53.56.
Noting a strong result in FY22, Macquarie (Underperform with a target price of $41.30) remains cautious on JB
Hi-Fi’s outlook in the coming twelve months, expecting the discretionary spending segment will feel the full
impact of rate increases and rising costs of staples in the coming year.
The broker is predicting a 5% increase in wage costs, which account for two thirds of the company’s cost of
doing business, in the coming year. With the company lifting its inventory position 21% to $1.1bn, the
Macquarie analysts noted concern around risk if consumer momentum isn’t retained moving into the peak
retail season.
Macquarie is anticipating the company’s capital expenditure will increase to $64m in FY23 as it commits to
investment in its New Zealand network, and anticipates three new store openings in the region annually. The
broker has lifted its earnings per share forecasts 3.5%, 3.9% and 4.1% through to FY25, assuming improvement
in gross margins and growth in New Zealand.
Citi (Buy with a target price of $50.00) finds the consensus forecasts for sales growth of 4% in the coming year
to be pessimistic. On read-throughs from New Zealand’s retail sector sales, the Citi analysts note data
suggest rate increases have so far had minimal impact on spending in the region, which supports the broker’s
belief that JB Hi-Fi’s Australian performance will hold up better than the market is anticipating.
The broker does not find JB Hi-Fi’s $200m inventory lift to be of concern, anticipating the current inventory
levels will support better sales during the upcoming key promotional days such as Black Friday and Boxing Day.
Citi also anticipates inflation should continue to support a lack of volume increases, and notes the home
appliance category is less cyclical than other retail segments.
While anticipating like-for-like sales growth will turn negative in the coming year, Morgans (Add with a target
price of $50.00) expects the first half will be largely resilient. The broker is anticipating a gradual softening of
demand, which will impact on gross margins, and a return to normalised promotional and discounting activity,
but that increased selling prices will provide some buffer to margins.
Morgans expects if the company delivers an earnings beat it will be due to a return to promotional and
negotiating activity, and notes JB Hi-Fi does have a recent history of over-delivering on margins which could be
a positive for the company’s outlook. Morgans lowered its earnings per share forecasts -1% and -2% in FY23 and
FY24 respectively.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
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contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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James Hardie: Price Rises Help Offset Higher
Costs
Following June quarter results for James Hardie, brokers generally set lower price targets though remain
largely Buy-rated.
-Rising costs impact first quarter earnings for James Hardie
-FY23 profit guidance is lowered as Europe weighs
-Management doesn't rule out upside to prior sales guidance
-Company prepares for slower markets, while investing for growth
-ColorPlus growth highlights a higher-value product strategy
By Mark Woodruff
During James Hardie’s ((JHX)) first quarter FY23 results presentation, management noted price increases from
June will see US earnings margins back above 30% from 25.9% by the fourth quarter of FY23. This will be the
case even with conservative volume assumptions and input costs remaining at elevated levels.
Buy-rated UBS notes some input costs are already falling and the broker believes economies will avoid a
GFC-style downturn, with repair and remodel (R&R) markets providing resilience. It’s also felt management
will approach capacity additions and capital expenditure sensibly, given the economic backdrop.
James Hardie’s fibre cement products are used in a variety of commercial and industrial applications including
new residential construction, manufactured housing and the R&R markets.
Despite guiding to 18% US sales growth for FY23, the company can still see potential to exceed the top-end of
the prior 18-22% guidance. Group sales grew by 19% in the first quarter, driven by North America.
Margins in all regions were around -200bps below consensus forecasts and earnings (EBIT) were -7% below
expectation, which Credit Suisse attributes to cost-of-goods-sold inflation and weak volumes in Europe and the
Asia-Pacific region.
While Citi believes US margin softness is likely to be a timing issue, a recovery in Europe appears to be longer
dated.
FY23 profit guidance was reduced to US$730-780m from US$740-820m, with a slightly better price/mix
broadly offsetting lower US volume guidance.
A key reason for the reduction in FY23 guidance, according to Macquarie, is a rapid softening in Europe,
where margin outcomes were generally weaker than expected due to increased costs. While the business in
Europe faces several near-term pressures, according to UBS, it is vital to the company's longer-term strategy.
Macquarie points out that while recent pulp cost rises in Europe are yet to impact, signs of moderation are
already emerging.
Overall, the broker feels management is executing well by preparing for slower markets while investing in
growth, while at the same time, higher costs are being somewhat mitigated by the company raising prices.
The analyst forecasts margin improvement over the next 12 months as the company continues to drive higher
value products, with strong price/mix gains across all geographies. Further price increases are expected in the
Asia-Pacific region, while a price increase in North America has been effective since July.
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ColorPlus strategy
The June quarter result demonstrated to Ord Minnett ongoing progress by James Hardie in delivering on its
higher-value product strategy, with ColorPlus growth accelerating.
This strategy is expected to result in strong margin expansion in the coming quarters as inflationary pressures
normalise.
The broker forecasts Colorplus growth of 35% in FY23, noting the company will launch its partnership with
Magnolia Network next week, which will be accompanied by 16 new colours for the brand range.
These products will be priced higher than standard ColorPlus, which could present upside to Ord Minnett’s
average selling price forecasts, should they prove successful.
Jarden agrees and finds the strong sales growth in the higher value and margin brand particularly encouraging.
Currently, ColorPlus makes up around 25% of North America sales volumes versus 20-21% historically.
The broker, not one of the seven updated daily in the FNArena database, retains its Overweight rating and
lowers its target marginally to $42.40 from $42.50.
Outllook
While management believes the first quarter of FY23 for James Hardie will be the low for margins,
Overweight-rated Morgan Stanley feels the key to the share price response will be the extent to which the
market is convinced of this view.
Citi points out lower profit guidance was largely expected, feels the market will look through a soft FY23 and
likes the company’s ability to grow above market during down times. The analyst also points to a futures curve
that implies interest rate cuts in 2023 and believes long yields/mortgage rates may have peaked for the
current cycle.
Further, the broker sees a margin of safety at current valuation levels with the stock trading at a discount to
historic multiples.
Neutral-rated Credit Suisse is less optimistic and anticipates risk of a margin reversion, though acknowledges
management’s intention to flex short-term selling, general, and administrative expenses to manage margins.
The broker sets the lowest target price in the FNArena database at $39.10, down from $41.60.
The average target set by brokers in the database is $49.40, which suggests 38.7% upside to the latest share
price. Apart from Credit Suisse, the other five brokers have Buy (or equivalent) ratings.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Brambles Executes On Pricing & Costs
Following FY22 results for Brambles, brokers set higher price targets following good cost control and higher
pricing, though free cash flow concerns weigh.
-Brambles FY22 results and outlook exceed forecasts
-Pricing lifts the Americas, while cost control benefits EMEA
-Citi highlights two structural improvements
-Management continues to focus on margins in the Americas
-Free cash flow concerns continue to weigh
By Mark Woodruff
All but one of the seven brokers in the FNArena database set higher 12-month target prices for supply-chain
logistics company Brambles ((BXB)) following FY22 results, which came in above expectations and April
guidance.
Earnings of US$930m compared to a consensus expectation for US$922m, though Citi notes corporate costs
were US$30m higher-than-expected, somewhat masking a higher quality operational result.
Profit for CHEP Americas was ahead of forecast on higher pricing, while profit for CHEP Europe, the Middle
East and Africa (EMEA) beat expectation, largely due to better cost control, explains Credit Suisse.
Earnings for both regions make up around 85% of total group earnings, in a fairly equal split. The highlight for
Morgans was a 25% jump in CHEP Americas earnings on a constant currency basis, mainly on the stronger
pricing.
This increase in earnings was achieved despite lower like-for-like volumes, due to pallet availability constraints
and softening customer demand.
Better pricing/mix benefits, increased asset compensations and moderating US transport inflation, according
to Macquarie, resulted in a stronger-than expected fourth quarter. These trends are expected to continue into
FY23.
New FY23 management guidance, on a constant-currency basis, is for 7-10% revenue growth supported by
pricing and indexation, and 8-11% underlying profit growth.
While FY23 guidance appears to exceed expectations, Underweight-rated Morgan Stanley cautions any beat
may be eroded by currency fluctuations.
On the one hand, Citi sees structural improvement for the business from improved data analytics, which is
providing a better understanding of costs and movements for the company’s pooled assets across wood and
plastic pallets and containers.
Both Citi and Macquarie also note further structural gains via inflation protection from input cost
surcharges.
On the other hand, Macquarie points out free cash flow continues to disappoint, with a -US$219m outflow
after dividends in FY22, largely arising from significant lumber inflation.
The unit cost of a pallet rose by around 40% in FY22, with lumber accounting for 80% of the total cost, and
management expects unit costs could rise further into FY23.
UBS also raises the issue of free cash flow, though feels headwinds are only temporary. Apart from lumber
costs, high loss provisions also lead to replacement spending. Once these headwinds resolve, the broker
forecasts strong FY24 cash flow.
A 35%-franked final dividend of US12cps was declared, taking the full year dividend to US22.8cps.
16

Management’s increased focus on the Americas business
Historically, margins for the Americas business (which is mostly in the US) have been significantly lower than
for EMEA and the Asia Pacific region.
This difference is partly attributable to tougher conditions, including longer distances to traverse, explains
Credit Suisse, though inaccuracy in pricing customer contracts has also weighed.
Pricing is impacted by pallet loss, damage rates and the cycle time, and a greater handle on these issues led to
recent pricing increases, explains the broker. It’s thought these increases accounted for most of the average
17% price and mix benefit for the US market in the second half.
Outlook
Management expects the challenging operating conditions to persist in FY23 due to ongoing supply chain
disruptions, inflationary pressures and geopolitical unrest, leading to increased market uncertainty and
volatility.
While Neutral-rated Macquarie notes Brambles is a robust and defensive business, a slowdown could occur in
2023. Free cashflow after dividends may not break even until FY25, especially with low visibility on lumber
pricing.
Morgans agrees on the defensive nature of the business and notes a solid growth trajectory. However, the stock
is considered fully valued and the lack of free cash flow generation remains a concern. Also, price increases
may be hard to implement should customer demand wane, inflation moderate and pallet availability improve.
Ord Minnett raises its earnings forecasts by around 2% over FY23 and FY24 to reflect operating leverage. In the
near-term, prices are expected to remain supportive, while supply chain pressures should ease, and
inventories should normalise from the second half of FY23.
Jarden, not one of the seven brokers updated daily in the FNArena database, believes an improvement in free
cash flow generation is needed before a share price re-rating occurs. The broker retains its Overweight
rating for Brambles and raises its target to $12.60 from $11.60.
The average target price set by brokers in the FNArena database rises to $13.00 from $12.14, suggesting 2.9%
upside to the latest share price. There are seven broker ratings, with four Buys (or equivalent), two Holds and
one Sell rating.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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ESG FOCUS

ESG Focus: Call To End ESG
FNArena's dedicated ESG Focus news section zooms in on matters Environmental, Social & Governance
(ESG) that are increasingly guiding investors preferences and decisions globally. For more news updates,
past and future:
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/financial-news/daily-financial-news/category/esg-focus/
ESG Focus: Call To End ESG
Cracks are starting to emerge in the ESG narrative as elite global financial interests battle for supremacy, but
what does this mean for markets?
-The Economist calls for an end to ESG
-What this means for markets
-Competition alive and well – for now
-Welcome to the real world, ESG
By Sarah Mills
I have a subscription to The Economist because I view it as a bellwether of the mood of big capital.
After all, according to the more democratic Wikipedia, it is majority owned by the Agnellis’ family company
Exor, followed by Rothschild (with a roughly 21% stake), Cadbury, Schroder and Layton’s.
Its board reads as one of the best Who’s Whos among the world’s publications and includes Rupert
Pennant-Rea, Lady Lynn Forester de Rothschild, Sir Simon Robertson, Zanny Minton Beddoes, Lady Suzanne
Heywood, Brent Hoberman, David Bell, Baroness Jowell, John Elkann, Alex Karp and Chris Stibbs.
For the past few years, The Economist has been broadly supportive of the ESG narrative, if occasionally narky
about stakeholder capitalism.
So you can imagine this reporter’s surprise when The Economist’s leader (the part of the publication that
represents the views of the owners) called for the end of ESG.
The Economist's leader pulled no punches. In an all-out assault, headlines and sub-heads included:
“Three letters that won’t save the planet”
“ESG should be boiled down to one simple measure: emissions”
“A broken system needs urgent repairs”
“The ESG approach to investment is broken. It needs to be streamlined and stripped of its
sanctimoniousness.”
The leader was followed by several such plain-speaking articles in the same week, and a podcast in which
Blackrock’s former co-Chief Sustainability Officer Tariq Fancy and Lisa Woll, CEO of the Forum of Sustainable
and Responsible Investment, explore whether the industry can survive.
Notably, this call was not echoed in other global publications.
The Rockefeller camp still appears to be on board, although its focus has always been on energy and its
approach to the "S" has revolved more around the benefits of renewables to emerging economies than
stakeholder capitalism.
Tech interests are also still aligned, although Elon Musk decried ESG as a “scam” after Tesla was dropped from
the S&P 500 ESG index (while Exxon remained) as rivals escalated his character assassination in the global
media (he has a point with Exxon).
At last glance, S&P also appears to be on board, as is the Bloomberg camp.
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Bezos’s Washington Post has rightly been critical of the lack of evidence-based measurement, and is also a
strong critic of stakeholder capitalism (as has been The Economist) but has proved marginally supportive of the
overall ESG narrative.

A Quick Summary Of The Economist’s Argument
Basically, The Economist argues that ESG is a mess and causing more problems than it’s worth. No surprises
there.
It says America’s politicians blame a “climate cartel” for soaring petrol prices; greenwashing is rife; tracking
metrics is nigh on impossible and there are loopholes big enough to drive a cargo ship through; whistleblowers
are being heard (oh dear); and major companies are falling victim to regulatory problems and may not be
ready for an impending wave of litigation.
But perhaps the most valid criticism of ESG is its inherent contradictions. The green transition alone requires a
great rape of the environment.
It requires the mining of “dirty” metals such as lithium for batteries - not to mention the steel and copper and
required.
This represents a clear litigation threat, not to mention expense, for such industries, as well as for nuclear and
gas.
Hence, The Economist goes so far as to throw not only the S and the G out the window, but the environment
as well - in other words, business as usual.
In The Economist’s less than brave new world, only the E is left standing, lopped from the "environment"
trunk, and it stands for Emissions.
The Economist is calling to end ESG and replace it with the green transition only, noting this is simpler to
report on and track.
Forget biodiversity, water scarcity, nuclear pollution, broader environmental pollution, and all the other
various maladies that accompany the transition, let alone social dislocation.
Winners And Losers
If adopted, this would have major implications for global financial markets.
The most obvious impact is the flow (or acceleration) of capital from "S" and "G" and non-emissions
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environmental investments to emissions-oriented investments.
At a glance, the major beneficiaries of such a shift would be carbon offset markets, nuclear energy, EV-related
metals and minerals, and renewables.
And the losers?
Fossil fuels obviously.
If the environmental pressure and associated legal action is removed from nuclear energy and the focus
switched solely to emissions, then that would favour nuclear energy over gas, which were both only recently
included in the European taxonomy.
Occupational health and safety, general health and social imperatives would fall by the wayside, and
governance responsibility would be narrowed to adherence to transition commitments - at least for the
purposes of attracting capital for those willing to take the risk (particularly on OH&S).
This could also affect investments related to occupational health and safety, or ESG scores of funds weighted
to such metrics. It would also likely affect investment in any health plays that do not immediately reduce the
demand for hospital beds.
It might affect certain technology investments oriented to tracking and reporting on modern slavery, favouring
those focusing on emissions.
It could also change capital expenditure allocations of corporations. For example, miners may be able to
reduce or divert expenditure from metrics such as water to emissions, or to bump up capital expenditure for
decarbonisation.
The distancing from the S could also have ramifications for labour and recruitment. At face value, gender and
diversity promotion are likely to be less valuable to corporations in attracting capital.
Even pressing issues such as single-use plastics and recycling are likely to take a back seat.
As for biodiversity, well it never got off the ground.
The Economist's call comes as the US Securities Exchange Commission prepares to mandate green reporting this
half.
Reducing the ESG focus to emissions would allow litigators to sharpen their sights and buttress their cases
against emissions transgressors, or those funds weighting their portfolios with softer, less trackable "S" scores.
Why The Change Of Heart
The only issue with all of the above is that none of the charges are new.
Columnists such as ourselves and others across mainstream media have been pointing out these problems from
day one.
And most investors have been using their own commonsense and nous to navigate the ESG minefield.
So what’s changed?
Old-school journalists were always advised to follow the money.
And it is usually finds a target.
The Rothschild family for one has big uranium holdings and Stephen Vaughan, vice chair of Energy & Power at
Rothschild & Co has been lobbying heavily for political support for nuclear energy in global taxonomies, with
great success.
So yes, money is at play, but the Rothschild’s interests would be broad based, and other reasons include:
competition; western politics; supply chain issues; economics; and geopolitics.
Competition Playing Out
But back to the money trail.
That no other publications have yet proved as strident as The Economist in calling for an end to ESG suggests
competition is alive and well.
It is a sign that winners and losers may already be starting to emerge from the transition and that the losers
are crying foul.
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Or that those whose interests aligned solidly with nuclear energy are ready to push their agenda, believing the
time is ripe.
Competition can be a good thing, and a dangerous thing, as the mammoths knock heads.
That the most strident criticism is emerging from the power bastions of Europe, as opposed to the United
States, is also interesting.
The position of global publications going forward will test this theory.
Welcome To The Real World - Supply Chain Havoc
Then there is the most obvious, practical reason for The Economist’s call: difficulty of execution.
To my mind, this is a clear example of the rubber hitting the road as ESG theory meets ESG reality.
As a writer on ESG, I could not but be impressed with the scope, ambition, architecture and detail of the ESG
blueprint.
But as a strategist, I was always skeptical.
The cardinal rule for strategy is KISS – keep it simple stupid.
A strategy needs to be simple, elegant and targeted to maximise ease of execution - everything that ESG is not.
Covid, politics, geopolitics and economics has made the ESG blueprint almost impossible to execute swiftly and
efficiently.
The supply chain havoc caused by covid is flowing through to wage inflation and labour shortages.
For example, the global demand for Integrated Logistics Support personnel cannot be met.
Not only that, the "S" in ESG substantially raises the strategic and logistical qualifications of staff.
Previously, the main task of your average ILS person was obtaining the best product at the cheapest price and
ensuring reliable delivery.
The mandate of removing modern slavery in supply chains, combined with tracking emissions in supply chains is
a task of such complexity to be well outside the training and natural capability of the standard ILS workforce.
And covid-induced labour shortages are being exacerbated by extra demand from green industries, which could
in turn impede the pace of the green transition.
No doubt, assuming big capital remains willing, the ESG plane should eventually land, but it was always going
to be a rough flight.
Economics And Geopolitics
The other obvious factor is the economy, particularly inflation, which links to the covid-related supply-chain
issues above and the affect of the Ukraine War on energy prices.
Demand for green commodities is also exacerbating covid-induced inflation, so one assumes releasing pressure
wherever possible can't hurt.
And if China is any example, focusing on the "S" can also have affect not just wages growth, but economic
growth.
FNArena recently reported, China itself was forced to backpedal on its Prosperity Plan (the S in ESG) in favour
of “stability” heading into its party elections.
The introduction of the Prosperity Plan combined with covid lockdowns (the two appear to be
related) crunched China’s GDP, creating a situation in which the West faced rising inflation combined with the
spectre of slowing global growth – stagflation. (This is a simplified version of events for the purposes of
argument).
While it is difficult to determine the degree to which lockdowns versus "prosperity" wealth transfers were
responsible for the slowdown, not to mention other economic problems in the construction sector, and the
totalitarian and politically motivated execution of the policy (theoretically, the "S" should result in a
redistribution of money back into the economy to fire green business opportunities), combined the four packed
a punch.
As the West faces its own economic challenges, it may be that it too is backpedalling on social imperatives, not
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As the West faces its own economic challenges, it may be that it too is backpedalling on social imperatives, not
only to foster growth, but to improve its hand in the race to a global transition.
On the one hand, if the West proceeds with the S in ESG, it has a natural advantage over China in the green
transition.
On the other, China has used covid to deepen the West’s supply chain dependence; and has not been
backward in demonstrating the fact.
This would mean that for the West to continue alone with social imperatives may disadvantage it; and its
threat to punish China through its supply chains prove idle if unexecutable.
This would leave the world in an all-out race to the finish line to meet the green transition and gain
supremacy heading into the fourth industrial revolution.
And this may be the position in which we now find ourselves.
Cracks Showing In Western Politics
Then there is western politics to consider.
There have been signs that the control that big capital has held over the ever-thinning illusion of western
democracy through the two-party system is starting to crack.
Much of this can be sheeted back to covid over-reach.
For example, in France, in a much globally under-reported but significant event, the French Parliament
overturned President Emmanuel Macron’s bill for a covid vaccination passport.
For the first time in a very long time, France’s far right and far left joined forces to defeat the bill. The
packed parliament erupted in cheering and applause.
Also, in France’s recent election, Macron lost his majority and France’s left wing parties formed a block after
decades of separation.
Similar political alliances and breaks are forming around the world.
In Australia’s recent elections, a record number of independents won seats, in a bid to take the political
narrative back to the centre, battle corruption and reclaim control over the environment from mining and
developer interests.
Boris Johnson resigned in Britain, leaving his party in tatters.
In the US, where control of the two-party system really matters to big capital, several independents recently
announced they will run for office.
This is notable in that rarely have independents made a dent in the US political system. As of July, there were
only two independents in Congress.
Part of this reflects the shift of capital to climate-supportive policies and parties, and the reaction.
But the forming of left and right-wing alliances, as witnessed in the French parliament, is a sign of a deeper
change in sentiment, which could account for The Economist’s unceremonious dumping of the “S” category
(the S is probably the least popular category among big capital generally and is certainly harder to monitor).
Big capital may prefer to focus on domestic political imprimaturs for now.
Only Those Who Know, Know
But all this is merely speculation.
All we know at this stage, is that a gambit has been made in the ESG chess game.
The gambit suggests that, of all ESG investments, emissions are the safest for now and funds may accelerate
into the sector.
It is also unlikely that ESG is dead, although investors will keep a keen ear to the narrative.
S&P Global stated that while China had backtracked on its Prosperity Plan, the policy remains intact.
This is likely to be the case with ESG. Even if big capital backtracks to focus on emissions only, the
fundamental principles of ESG are likely to remain intact.
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Quietly most serious investors will be investing in companies with a strong emissions track record and good
governance (a Bloomberg survey recently showed that governance was the prime ESG target for traders). Good
social scores would be a bonus.
So it may be that a too-cavalier attitude to the E, the S and the G, could prove expensive when it all comes
out in the wash.
Also, the realignment of ESG metrics among many corporations is well progressed and the prospect of
strategic gains aren't likely to be dropped mid-flight.
Until then, the investment mantra is emissions, emissions, emissions!
FNArena's dedicated ESG Focus news section zooms in on matters Environmental, Social & Governance
(ESG) that are increasingly guiding investors preferences and decisions globally. For more news updates,
past and future:
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/financial-news/daily-financial-news/category/esg-focus/
Technical limitations
If you are reading this story through a third party distribution channel and you cannot see charts
included, we apologise, but technical limitations are to blame.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Rudi's View: When Forecasts Are Too High
In this week's Weekly Insights:
-When Forecasts Are Too High
-How Long This Rally?
-Quote Of The Week
By Rudi Filapek-Vandyck, Editor FNArena
When Forecasts Are Too High
One conclusion to draw from the first two weeks of the August corporate results season in Australia is some
share prices had been sold down too deeply earlier in the year.
Take BlueScope Steel ((BSL)), for example. On Monday, the company released a better-than-forecast FY22
performance, but guidance for the six months ahead will force most analysts to lower their estimates. Yet
post-result, the shares have quickly gained more than 5%.
BlueScope also announced an extra $150m will be added to the running share buyback, hereby extended,
which could be a positively contributing factor as well.
Irrespectively, the shares were trading near $26 exactly one year ago and they fell as low as $15, a few times,
in July.
FNArena's consensus target is currently sitting underneath $22, implying there's a whole lot more upside
potential remaining, on condition that sentiment doesn't sour on the prospect of an economic recession in the
year ahead.
On Monday, financial result releases by Carsales ((CAR)) and GPT Group ((GPT)) have equally triggered a
notable positive share price response.
But let's not get carried away, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank ((BEN)) reported as well, and its shares are, at the
time of writing, down some -8.6% while Beach Energy's ((BPT)) update has seen its shares tank by -12.4%.
It's still very much a heavily polarised market and share price responses in either direction are not confined to
your traditional definitions of 'value', 'growth', 'defensive' or 'quality'; not even to 'cheap' or (seemingly)
'expensive'.
Shares in GUD Holdings ((GUD)) have been trading well, well below most price targets set by stockbroking
analysts, yet there is no visible momentum whatsoever post the release of FY22 financials.
On initial assessment, it seems GUD slightly missed expectations, with no forward guidance provided.
****
The August corporate reporting season is now mid-month in Australia, but in terms of actual numbers the
harvest to date is still tiny. FNArena's Monitor (updated daily) still only has 39 results and we are expecting
that number to grow to 350 by the first week of September.
I am not trying to be the early party-pooper, but there hasn't been much as yet to draw a lot of positive
inspiration from.
Up until a few years ago, reporting seasons used to take off with a number of positive results, but this year's
early-season sentiment boost clearly has to come from the likes of BlueScope Steel: companies whose share
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price has been pulled down too far.
In terms of released results to date, the FNArena Monitor has 46% (18) as reporting in line with forecasts, with
beats (11) and misses (10) pretty much on an even keel.
Too early to draw any firm conclusions, though it is my personal view that we have been rather
positively-biased when registering Rio Tinto's ((RIO)) result as "in line" and Telstra's ((TLS)) as a "beat" - both
could just as easily be called a "miss" and "in line" respectively, which would have tilted the early season
numbers towards a negative start.
One added observation is this year's challenging environment is proving more challenging for the weaker
operators and for the sector laggards than it is for the leaders, as one might expect.
In other words: it should not surprise market updates by 'Bendalaide' Bank and Westpac ((WBC)) are not of the
same robust nature as the updates released by National Australia Bank ((NAB)) and CommBank ((CBA)).
Another observation is that certain perennial underperformers simply find themselves supported by favourable
macro-momentum, which helps with glossing over yet another wishy-washy market update.
Insurance Australia Group ((IAG)) comes to mind, though fellow insurers QBE Insurance ((QBE)) and Suncorp
Group ((SUN)) didn't exactly exhibit a lot of inherent strength either.
Those analysts retaining a positive view do so predominantly on the insurance cycle, which is thought to be
positive for the year ahead. Share price action post-results for these insurers has not been inspiring, to put it
mildly.
****
UBS strategist Richard Schellbach is more optimistic. He sees early indications of corporate Australia proving
more resilient than the sceptics are forecasting. Market updates by the major banks are one prime example of
this thesis.
Of course, the obvious contra-comment to make here is the true impact from RBA tightening has yet to be felt
and CBA head honcho Matt Comyn, for one, is preparing for a rough twelve months ahead.
To Schellbach's credit, confession season has been fairly mild prior to August and most companies, though they
may not inspire higher forecasts or increased enthusiasm, they are still predominantly performing in line with
guidance and market expectations.
As expected, analysts are busy downgrading forecasts for the year ahead; a process that already started in the
months leading up to August. Schellbach predicts such downgrades are likely to persist over the next six
months.
Traditionally, and all else remaining equal, this would form an extra headwind for the market in the coming
months.
Market strategists at Macquarie are equally positive after the first two weeks of corporate financials in
Australia, noting large caps and financials in particular have managed to generate more positive earnings
surprises while free cash flow has generally been better-than-forecast.
Macquarie does acknowledge the low sample to date, plus the fact discretionary retailers and industrial
companies have yet to report in large numbers. Inventories could be the extra sting on top of rising costs.
Macquarie also observes 35% of reporting companies to date has guided to growth below 6% in the year ahead.
This, the broker highlights, would be below inflation if its own inflation projection for 2023 comes to pass.
One early observation worth highlighting is Macquarie pointing out stocks with high short interest have thus far
experienced the best post-result returns.
In contrast to its early reporting season assessment, Macquarie doesn't like the market's set-up with valuations
considered high, in particular if that US recession arrives next year, as is the broker's in-house prediction.
Macquarie thinks a lot more downgrades will be needed to pull profit forecasts in line with next year's reality
on the ground.
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The combination of still-high valuations and forecasts cum further downgrades elicits a rhetorical question
from Macquarie: how can this be a new bull market?
****
Even more worried than Macquarie about analysts' too rosy forecasts is the team of US strategists at Citi.
On their observation, present bullishness in analysts' forecasts globally has only been matched twice; in 2000
and in 2007. Of course, we all know what subsequently happened; a big bear market opened up and share
markets halved in value.
Citi runs a regularly updated Bear Market Checklist, with the strategists explaining this is exactly why (too)
bullish analysts forecasts are one of the warning signals on the checklist.
The discrepancy between top-down forecasters and the bottom-up projections by analysts could hardly be
more different: the first group is seeing ever more signs of recession ahead, but there's currently no room for
such economic contraction in bottom-up forecasts.
Just to be sure: peak bullishness in forecasts does not by default mean share prices will halve in the months
ahead. Citi's historical data going back to 1994 shows one other example: 2010-2012. Back then, remind Citi
strategists, peak bullishness proved a false signal. Global equities merely traded sideways over the following
12 months.
How do we explain this wide divergence and why is it that bottom-up forecasts are the ones most likely out of
sync with reality?
From Citi's report:
"Notably, analysts get the beginning of bear markets very wrong. Instead of turning cautious, they turn even
more bullish.
"Even though they are starting to revise down earnings forecasts, falling share prices and cheapening
valuations keep them positive.
"They do eventually turn more cautious as earnings forecasts fall further, but it is a slow process."
Here's the official warning:
"With prices falling further than EPS downgrades, PE multiples are contracting.
"Surely the bad news is already priced in?
"History suggests that investors should be wary of following this logic."
****
Citi's assessment, albeit global, receives two thumbs up from Credit Suisse's in-house assessment of financial
conditions in Australia. The RBA's tightening thus far in 2023, explains Credit Suisse, has already amounted to
one of the fastest periods of financial tightening for the country.
Now for the bad news (supporting the views of UBS, Macquarie and Citi): history shows financial tightening
precedes actual GDP by two quarters, or half a year. This signals domestic GDP in Australia will shrink to
below 2% growth by early 2023, and thus forecasts for corporate profits will prove too high.
Credit Suisse estimates the risk to corporate profits in Australia is circa -15% over calendar year 2023. The
broker also thinks the RBA is ready to turn more dovish in Q4, which will provide market support when analysts
should be busy further reducing forecasts.
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****
FNArena is in the unique position of having our own data, and history going back to early 2006, which allows us
to check data assessments such as the one highlighted by Citi.
On FNArena's Buy-Hold-Sell data, the percentage of Buy (and equivalent) ratings in Australia has seldom been
as high as this year, which is one reason as to why I personally have been warning about a bear market this
year.
As also expected, with more than 59% in positive ratings, local analysts are issuing more downgrades than
upgrades, with downward adjustments to valuations outnumbering increases, as underlying growth projections
are coming under pressure.
I can confirm Citi's general observation: these are slow-paced processes. Analysts are using the relative
resilience in FY22 performances as a general sign to go slowly on paring back next year's numbers, also
supported by relatively upbeat comments from management teams at companies.
While none of these statistics tells us anything about the likely trend in markets in the days, weeks, or even
months ahead, they do raise serious questions about today's valuations and calls for a new bull market having
commenced.
As per always, successful investing is not about constantly making accurate forecasts. It's about making sure
that if a forecast proves wrong, you're not losing shirt and trousers in the process.

****
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Recent Weekly Insights:
-https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2022/08/11/rudis-view-august-results-first-blood/
-https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2022/08/04/rudis-view-august-preview-curveballs-profits-opportunities/
-https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2022/07/28/rudis-view-im-so-bearish-im-bullish/
-https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2022/07/21/rudis-views-pre-august-observations/
Transcript of recent interview:
-https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2022/08/10/rudi-interviewed-august-focus-on-quality/
How Long This Rally?
There's never but one narrative that goes around in financial markets.
And so the irony is that at a time when most economists and forecasters have been convinced that economic
recession next year will be extremely difficult to avoid for major economies, share markets put in a fairly
comprehensive rally on the prospect of central bankers potentially softening their tightening policies.
As one astute market observer put it (I am paraphrasing now): your brain tells you we're still in a bear market,
there's a recession coming, earnings estimates are due downward adjustment, inflation is still too high and
central banks are nowhere near finished with tightening, yet our eyes are signalling this market has started to
trade like we're in a new bull market that has only just started.
Before we all succumb to the market's newly-found momentum, there are plenty of indications institutional
investors are still not convinced.
Analysts at Bank of America (BofA Securities) just reported their clients have been running down cash levels
through buying... bonds (corporate and government), while largely shunning equities, except for those private
clients looking for income. The latter have been scouring markets for utilities, REITS and financials.
Here in Australia, UBS strategist Richard Schellbach repeated his year-end target for the ASX200 is still 7000.
And while the market seems determined to take every positive as a reason to keep this rally going for longer,
Schellbach's view remains
"...equities still face a decelerating economy and earnings downgrade cycle, and therefore the scope for any
further gains driven by dovish rate assumption would seem limited."
Plenty of voices around, however, who take guidance from price action and who now have become convinced
this market will simply continue to climb the wall of worry, and move a lot higher than the sceptics believe it
can.
Personally, I have no Fear Of Missing Out, otherwise known as FOMO, and would be extremely surprised if a
new bull market up-trend started in June.
At the same time, financial markets do not always make 100% sense in the here and now, and it's best to keep
an open mind. In the end, it's the weight of money that determines where share prices move to, not opinion or
rusted-on insights.
****
As far as the rally since the June lows is concerned, it remains yet to be seen whether this is nothing but
simply a bear market rally, with more weakness on the horizon, or whether the bear market of 2022 is already
behind us.
A few numbers from recent data analysis conducted by Longview Economics (having analysed 88 bear market
rallies across seven major equity indices since 1996):
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-Indices rally on average 13% in bear market rallies;
-Each relief rally on average retraces 65% of the prior decline;
-Relief rallies last on average 37 trading sessions;
-There is strong correlation between the size of the initial decline and the ensuing relief rally;
-Relief rallies at the start of the bear market are more uniform while their size becomes more difficult to
predict later in the bear market.
Bottom line: the current up-trend might as well add a few more percentages up until respective 200 days
moving averages, and still be within the framework of your typical bear market rally.
Pick your narrative. I am sticking with The Cautious Investor, as I have been since the beginning of the
calendar year.
Medium term modeling at Longview is generating Sell signals, which is keeping current positioning Underweight
equities and Overweight US Treasuries.
Quote Of The Week
"Once my mindset shifted from 'get rich quickly' to 'build wealth slowly' my returns improved dramatically."
[Brian Feroldi, financial educator & author, Long-Term Mindset]
(This story was written on Monday 15th August, 2022. It was published on the day in the form of an email
to paying subscribers, and again on Thursday as a story on the website).
(Do note that, in line with all my analyses, appearances and presentations, all of the above names and
calculations are provided for educational purposes only. Investors should always consult with their
licensed investment advisor first, before making any decisions. All views are mine and not by association
FNArena's – see disclaimer on the website.
In addition, since FNArena runs a Model Portfolio based upon my research on All-Weather Performers it is
more than likely that stocks mentioned are included in this Model Portfolio. For all questions about this:
info@fnarena.com or via the direct messaging system on the website).
****
BONUS PUBLICATIONS FOR FNARENA SUBSCRIBERS
Paid subscribers to FNArena (6 and 12 mnths) receive several bonus publications, at no extra cost, including:
– The AUD and the Australian Share Market (which stocks benefit from a weaker AUD, and which ones don't?)
– Make Risk Your Friend. Finding All-Weather Performers, January 2013 (The rationale behind investing in
stocks that perform irrespective of the overall investment climate)
– Make Risk Your Friend. Finding All-Weather Performers, December 2014 (The follow-up that accounts for an
ever changing world and updated stock selection)
– Change. Investing in a Low Growth World. eBook that sells through Amazon and other channels. Tackles the
main issues impacting on investment strategies today and the world of tomorrow.
– Who's Afraid Of The Big Bad Bear? eBook and Book (print) available through Amazon and other channels. Your
chance to relive 2016, and become a wiser investor along the way.
Subscriptions cost $480 (incl GST) for twelve months or $265 for six and can be purchased here (a subscription
to FNArena might be tax deductible):
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/sign-up/
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Baby Bunting Boom Continues
Having delivered record sales in FY22, significant growth continues for Baby Bunting as the company pursues a
bigger share of the domestic baby goods market through growth initiatives.
-Baby Bunting delivered record sales exceeding half a billion dollars in FY22
-The company remains in a growth period
-Store rollout target increased to more than 120 stores; should be complete within a decade
By Danielle Austin
Now that Baby Bunting ((BBN)) has delivered its FY22 results, the market is largely focused on the growth
opportunities ahead for the retailer, from ongoing store rollout and geographical expansion to digital to
segment and private label expansion.
The company reported solid growth in FY22, with sales up 8% year-on-year to exceed $0.5bn for the first time,
but growth initiatives should see the company increase its addressable market.
Having completed four new stores in the last year, not only does the company’s new store rollout continue,
but Baby Bunting has lifted its new store target 10% to more than 120 stores across Australia and New Zealand.
Guiding to eight new store openings in the coming year, the company is a little over halfway to meeting its
target and should reach its final goal in a little under a decade.
While the domestic baby goods market is worth an estimated $5.1bn, Baby Bunting’s current addressable
market is just $2.5bn of that. The company has announced intentions to chase a bigger slice of the pie,
investing in increasing its presence in the clothing, toys and food segments to increase its addressable market
to $3.5bn.
To support this strategy, management announced the launch of an online marketplace platform in the second
half of FY23, which the company anticipates will increase consumer awareness of new offerings and support
addressable market expansion.
With the retailer reporting continued digital growth in the last year, with online sales up 21% year-on-year and
now accounting for 22.2% of total sales, existing web traffic should leverage the new platform while the digital
marketplace will allow the company to enhance its online offering.
Private label expansion has also impacted positively on margins for the company, with private label and
exclusive product lines now accounting for 45.3% of all sales, up from 41.4% in the previous year, and
supporting a 150 basis point gross profit margin expansion.
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Analysts are unanimous, anticipate low-risk growth ahead for retailer
Following the release of Baby Bunting’s full year results, five of FNArena’s database brokers have updated on
the company, and all are Buy rated or equivalent. Between them, these brokers have an average target price
of $5.70, ranging from $5.00 at the lower end to $6.00 at the upper end.
Macquarie (Outperform rated and with a target price of $5.90) notes Baby Bunting’s FY22 revenue was in line
with the broker’s expectations, while net profit was 3.8% ahead.
The Macquarie analysts highlight Baby Bunting operates in a less cyclical segment than retail peers, but does
note an anticipated 3% growth in births in FY23 should translate to increased sales of baby goods for the
retailer.
Macquarie downgraded earnings per share forecasts -2%, -1% and -1% through to FY25 to reflect changes to
revenue expectations. The broker notes trading year-to-date in FY23 is already strong, with the company
reporting 15.3% same store sales growth.
Citi (Buy rated with a target price of $5.62) notes a long, relatively low-risk growth ahead for Baby Bunting.
The Citi analysts anticipate the company will continue to face sourcing cost pressures moving into the first half
of FY23, but margin growth opportunities should largely offset these headwinds.
This broker estimates expansion into the clothing, toys and food segments could represent a $30m earnings
opportunity, leveraged by the retailers’ existing infrastructure, and also sees significant opportunity for the
company to increase its penetration of private label brands, and improve margins.
Citi also finds potential for reasonable earnings upside without material investment in the company’s
marketplace strategy, and notes a marketplace should help grow consumer awareness of segment expansion.
The analysts at Citi issued downgrades to earnings per share of -4% and -2% in FY23 and FY24 respectively,
attributing the declines to lower sales as a reflection of fewer stores and higher costs as the company pursues
expansion into New Zealand.
Morgans (Add rated and with a target price of $5.00) notes despite the positive full year result, second half
comparable sales growth of 3.3% disappointed expectations, and reflected supply chain constraint headwinds.
Morgans highlights, despite a strong start to the year, it does anticipate comparable sales growth will
moderate moving into FY23 as the company cycles results from FY22, while also noting Baby Bunting appears
more resilient than other retailers.
The Morgans analysts lowered their FY23 net profit estimates -5% to account for higher cost assumptions in
New Zealand, and decreased the earnings margin to 16.1% from 16.4%. This broker sees potential for Baby
Bunting to increase market share to 14% of its targeted $3.5bn addressable market in the medium- to
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long-term.
Both Morgan Stanley and Ord Minnett have a target price of $6 for the retailer, with ratings of
Overweight/Industry View In-Line and Buy, respectively.
FNArena's consensus price target of $5.70 suggests more than 17% upside potential from where the shares are
currently trading.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Flying High at Corporate Travel Management
A strong finish to the year looks to provide Corporate Travel Management with momentum as it moves into the
new year, and should see the company benefit as markets reopen.
-Corporate Travel Management is expected to benefit from further recovery in the travel industry
-Demand remains strong, but airline supply constraints and cancellations are delaying recovery
-Positive momentum has carried into the first quarter of FY23
-The company is anticipating it will achieve full earnings recovery in FY24
By Danielle Austin
A continuing rebound in travel activity as global markets reopen and travel restrictions are removed should
benefit Corporate Travel Management ((CTD)) moving into FY23, with the company reporting a strong finish to
year that should propel it into FY23.
Corporate Travel Management reported full year revenue of $389 and adjusted earnings of $60m, while
industry recovery supported a return to positive cash flow in the year, with operating cash flow of $74m a
sizeable improvement on -$60m loss in the previous year.
The positive full year results also saw the company reinstate dividend payments, with a 5c per share payout
announced alongside an intention to return to dividends equating to 50% of net profits in FY23.
Strong performance in the fourth quarter was a driver of the full year result, with the company reporting
fourth quarter revenue recovered to 69.5% of FY19 proforma revenue, and that momentum has carried into the
first quarter of FY23, with the company reporting recovery to 74.0% of FY19 proforma revenue in June.
Management has indicated demand remains strong across all markets, but ongoing airline supply constraints
and flight cancellations are delaying the path to full recovery. Positively, the company appears to be
benefiting from a faster recovery than the broader corporate travel market despite its capacity restraints

China key to outlook, but brokers largely positive on market share gains ahead
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China key to outlook, but brokers largely positive on market share gains ahead
Brokers have highlighted Corporate Travel Management’s outlook assumes greater China will open borders by
June 2023, and that supply constraints will be resolved across all markets by the same time. Revenue from the
Asia region as whole remains down -8% year-on-year, and while demand in Singapore and Hong Kong appears to
be increasing, China’s zero-covid policy continues to impact on the region.
The company is guiding to a full recovery by FY24, targeting proforma earnings of $265m and revenue of
$810m. This would imply a business 75% larger than it is now, with the company already scaling up technology
investment to drive productivity gains.
FNArena’s database brokers have updated on Corporate Travel Management following the release of the
company’s full year results, with four equivalent Buy rated and two equivalent Hold ratings. Between them
these brokers have an average target price of $24.22, ranging from $19.80 at the lower end to $26.80.
Macquarie (Outperform rated and with a target price of $23.30) notes ongoing and unprecedented resourcing
shortfalls across the travel industry remains Corporate Travel’s biggest challenge and top priority in the coming
year. The broker highlighting resourcing constraints continue to impact on service levels, and airport and
airline capacities. Corporate Travel increased its headcount by 950 new employees in the last year, and have
undertaken initiatives to address this shortfall through innovative recruitment, training, on-boarding and
retention.
The Macquarie analysts note while the company is guiding to full earnings recover in FY24 they anticipate 91%
earnings recovery. The broker updates its earnings per share forecasts -10%, -1% and 5% through to FY25.
Credit Suisse (Neutral rated and with a target price of $19.80) also expects macro headwinds to constrain the
speed of Corporate Travel Management’s recovery over the next two years. With labour accounting for the
majority of the company’s variable costs, the broker noted inflation looks to hamper the company’s ability to
achieve earnings targets made in December 2021. The company previously outlined a $265m earnings target in
a fully recovered market, but the broker warns wage inflation is cutting into potential upside to this target.
The broker decreases earnings per share forecasts -4% and -1% in FY23 and FY24 respectively, noting it sees the
stock as fully priced compared to segment peers.
UBS (Buy rated and with a target price of $26.80) described Corporate Travel Management’s fourth quarter as a
strong recovery, with earnings 4% ahead of consensus. The broker liked the exit run-rate trajectory, and noted
it shows the company’s strong market share gains and outperformance compared to peers. While noting labour
constraints remain a concern for the company, UBS anticipates the company's labour initiatives will leaveit
materially better placed as airline disruptions subside.
The broker expects the company to take further client wins over the next two years, while its tech advantage
should see it continue to take market share, and views Corporate Travel Management as one of the best
performing travel stocks. Earnings per share forecasts increase 3%, 1% and 1% through to FY25.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Weekly Ratings, Targets, Forecast Changes 12-08-22
Weekly update on stockbroker recommendation, target price, and earnings forecast changes.
By Mark Woodruff
Guide:
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans, Ord Minnett and UBS.
For the purpose of broker rating correlation, Outperform and Overweight ratings are grouped as Buy, Neutral
is grouped with Hold and Underperform and Underweight are grouped as Sell to provide a Buy/Hold/Sell
(B/H/S) ratio.
Ratings, consensus target price and forecast earnings tables are published at the bottom of this report.
Summary
Period: Monday August 8 to Friday August 12, 2022
Total Upgrades: 8
Total Downgrades: 15
Net Ratings Breakdown: Buy 58.43%; Hold 34.21%; Sell 7.37%
For the week ending Friday August 12 there were eight upgrades and fifteen downgrades to ASX-listed
companies covered by brokers in the FNArena database.
REA Group featured prominently, picking up three separate broker rating downgrades.
Taking into account a forecast near halving of house lending over the next two years, along with double-digit
house price declines, Citi felt consensus growth expectations for FY23 and FY24 were too optimistic and
lowered its target to $133.05 from $153.50.
Ord Minnett noted some emerging cost pressures though retained its $140 target, while UBS set a $142.60
target, up from $130, despite lowering earnings forecasts by -5%. Strategists at the broker see potential for
house price declines of -10-15% peak to trough by around the second half of 2023, at which point inflation
should peak.
OZ Minerals had the largest percentage fall in forecast earnings in the FNArena database last week, as well as
the second largest increase in average target price set by brokers.
Morgans agreed with the company’s board that the $25/share takeover bid by BHP Group undervalues the
company and is highly opportunistic. OZ Minerals shares had corrected by around -35% from a 12-month high
above $29.
In reaction to the bid, Ord Minnett increased its rating to Accumulate from Hold (target to $27,40, up from
$16.00) and Credit Suisse upgraded to Neutral from Outperform and nearly doubled its target to $28.00 from
$14.50.
Morgans did the reverse and downgraded its rating to Hold from Add after a share price rally following
the announcement was adjudged to incorporate most of the potential upside.
Morgans 12-month target price was increased to $25.40 from $23.20 after also allowing for second quarter
production that trailed its expectation by -10%, partly due to higher unit costs. The broker also incorporated
lower near-term in-house copper forecasts.
The table below misleadingly shows the largest increase in average target price set by brokers last week went
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to Block. However, the Morgan Stanley and Credit Suisse target prices are set in US dollars, and are not taken
up in the AUD average database target price.
Commentary in the database noted Morgan Stanley lowered its price target to US$85 from US$110, due to a
more conservative tone by management at second quarter results on outlook and competition. Alternatively,
Macquarie raised its Australian dollar target to $130 from $97, on good metrics for the legacy business.
29Metals had the largest percentage rise in forecast earnings by brokers last week after Credit Suisse adjusted
both net interest expenses and income tax expenses over the forecast period. An absence of major capital
expenditure commitments in the coming two years was noted, as was more balance sheet flexibility than
peers, though an Underperform rating was retained.
Next up was Suncorp Group. Following FY22 results, Macquarie lifted EPS forecasts for FY23 and FY24 by 5.3%
and 6.6%, respectively, due to higher gross written premiums and bank lending growth.
UBS felt the core general insurance franchise remains in good shape and noted the group appears to have
navigated home claims inflation well, with claim severity rising only 1-2% in the second half, while the industry
rose closer to 10%.
All seven brokers in the FNArena database reviewed Computershare’s FY22 results and earnings forecast were
increased on average. Any short-term concerns for Morgans were trumped by interest rate leverage as
suggested by FY23 guidance for over 55% growth. FY23 EPS guidance was estimated to be around 5% above the
consensus forecast.
The company’s margins, costs and leverage all impressed Macquarie though corporate activity was considered
weak. Credit Suisse was a dissenting voice and downgraded its rating to Neutral from Outperform. The earnings
upgrade cycle is thought to be coming to an end, as interest rate cuts from FY24-26 begin to be priced in to
fixed income markets.
A data glitch was responsible for the appearance of Alliance Aviation Services in the table for higher
broker earnings forecasts, the opposite was true.
A reporting season wouldn’t be complete without deep analysis of the widely held Telstra and its all-important
dividend, which rose to 8.5cps in the second half from 8cps in the first half. On average, brokers increased
earnings forecasts though commentary was mixed.
On one hand, Morgans felt the company had comfortably turned the corner, Morgan Stanley anticipated shares
would outperform in uncertain markets and Ord Minnett recommended shares to investors for the outlook on
mobile and the monetisation of InfraCo.
On the other hand, Neutral-rated UBS noted lower FY23 guidance partly implies near-term impacts from rising
inflationary pressures, while Macquarie forecast softer NBN margins and increased competition in enterprise
fibre, and lowered its target by -7% to $3.80, while its Neutral rating was retained.
Macquarie wasn’t getting too carried away after the increased dividend either, with no further increase
anticipated until FY25.
Total Buy recommendations take up 58.43% of the total, versus 34.21% on Neutral/Hold, while Sell ratings
account for the remaining 7.37%.
Upgrade
AIR NEW ZEALAND LIMITED ((AIZ)) Upgrade to Neutral from Underperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 0/1/0
Macquarie reviews Air New Zealand's capacity for FY23 and finds first-half capacity should land at 67% of
pre-covid levels before rising to 84% in the second half.
Strong demand is allowing ticket prices to recoup fuel costs for now, notes the broker, but remains cautious
given the likelihood of a spending slowdown.
Rating is upgraded to Neutral from Underperform. Targe price is NZ65c.
COMPUTERSHARE LIMITED ((CPU)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by Citi .B/H/S: 6/1/0
Even though Computershare flagged the significance of margin income, Citi concludes from the FY22 results
that the company is even more heavily reliant on the movement in interest rates, both up and down.
The margin income was a significant earnings driver in FY22 and in excess of operational earnings.
Looking to FY23, Citi views the company will benefit from a further notable increase in margin income with the
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peak expected to be down the track.
The company's balance sheet revealed a strong improvement post the CCT acquisition with net debt to EBITDA
at 1.64x and within the target range.
The broker's earnings forecasts are raised by 4% and 3% for FY23 and FY24, respectively and changes from the
Canadian transfer pricing mean there will be zero franking in the near future.
The price target is adjusted for the earnings forecasts and valuation to $28.20 from $26.90 and the rating is
upgraded to Buy from Neutral.
See also CPU downgrade.
GRAINCORP LIMITED ((GNC)) Upgrade to Outperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 2/3/0
With GrainCorp upgrading its FY22 guidance and providing increased visibility as to earnings through to
FY24, Credit Suisse has upgraded its own full year FY22 earnings forecast 7.5% and FY24 earnings forecast 185%.
The broker highlights the guidance upgrade for FY22 is a product of the company's strong export program
execution, supported by a positive trading environment that the broker anticipates will continue into FY23.
Credit Suisse also notes the company expects an above average winter crop, driving the broker to lift its
production forecast to 26m tonnes from 21m tonnes.
The rating is upgraded to Outperform from Neutral and the target price increases to $9.14 from $8.79.
INCITEC PIVOT LIMITED ((IPL)) Upgrade to Overweight from Equal-weight by Morgan Stanley .B/H/S: 4/2/0
Morgan Stanley expects ongoing upside for ammonia prices, after a recent positive move. It's felt Incitec Pivot
is ideally positioned to leverage the dislocation in global gas markets and subsequent favourable pricing across
the nitrogen complex.
The analyst estimates that for every US$10/t rise for the ammonia price Incitec Pivot's earnings (EBIT) rise by
around $7.7m.
The broker upgrades its rating to Overweight from Equal-weight and raises its target to $4.75 from $4.05.
Industry view: In-Line.
OZ MINERALS LIMITED ((OZL)) Upgrade to Accumulate from Lighten by Ord Minnett and Upgrade to Neutral
from Underperform by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 3/3/0
In an initial review of the $25/share takeover bid by BHP Group, Ord Minnett raises its rating for OZ Minerals to
Accumulate from Lighten. It's thought the sale process could yield a higher price and the broker raises its target
above the bid price to $27.40 from $16.00.
In light of the recent copper price correction, the broker feels the bid is opportunistic, and notes the OZ
Minerals board has rejected the offer.
The analyst sees large synergies in a combined entity due to BHP's Olympic Dam and Oak Dam assets in South
Australia. By 2027 it's estimated OZ Minerals could add an additional 14% in earnings (EBITDA) for BHP.
OZ Minerals has been offered a $25 per share takeover bid by BHP Group ((BHP)), an offer that Credit Suisse
notes represents 12x 2023 expected earnings and values OZ Minerals at a level far superior to any copper peers.
With both of OZ Minerals' copper mines at growth stages, the broker expects BHP would require key personnel
to be retained to oversee integration of copper assets to avoid a sizeable cost increase.
The rating is upgraded to Neutral from Underperform and the target price increases to $28.00 from $14.50.
See also OZL downgrade.
REDBUBBLE LIMITED ((RBL)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by UBS .B/H/S: 2/1/0
UBS sees limited near-term downside risk for Redbubble ahead of the company delivering its full year result,
and anticipates a result that meets or exceeds expectations would likely be a positive catalyst for the stock.
The broker points to signs that sales and margin trends could exceed what the market appears to be pricing in,
including a 10% base price rise from May and reports from US peers that digital marketing costs have not
significantly worsened.
Given what the broker describes as an "extreme level of investor disinterest" and a valuation implying further
downgrades, it sees an attractive risk-reward balance. The rating is upgraded to Buy from Neutral and the
target price increases to $1.60 from $1.45.
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target price increases to $1.60 from $1.45.
REECE LIMITED ((REH)) Upgrade to Neutral from Underperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 1/2/2
With Reece due to report on its full year before the end of the month, Macquarie notes volumes should
continue to be supported by an elongated pipeline but sees risk of affordability constraints impacting in the
detached housing segment in Australia.
In the US, the broker notes earnings have benefited from the current US dollar strength, but anticipates the
segment to be operationally weaker in FY24. Earnings per share forecasts updated 0%, -8% and -12% through to
FY24.
The rating is upgraded to Neutral from Underperform and the target price decreases to $15.80 from $18.50.
Downgrade
AUSTRALIAN CLINICAL LABS LIMITED ((ACL)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse
.B/H/S: 0/1/1
While Australian Clinical Labs closed out the year with net profit of $184.5m, Credit Suisse notes year-on-year
growth of 108% missed consensus forecasts by -4% as slow base business dragged on the second half.
With covid revenue down -45% in the half, the broker notes Australian Clinical Labs' base business is yet to
show signs of improvement as fewer GP visits, higher cancellation rates and staffing shortages continue to take
a toll. Credit Suisse does not expect deficit recovery in the short-term.
Credit Suisse lifted its FY23 earnings per share forecast 8%, predicting covid revenue to improve to $92m in the
first half. The rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform and the target price decreases to $5.35 from
$6.00.
ARENA REIT ((ARF)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 0/3/0
Arena REIT's FY22 earnings were in line with Macquarie's forecast. FY23 dividend guidance is nevertheless -3%
below expectations,
mainly driven by lower development completions and returns.
Arena maintains superior growth relative to peers driven by its development pipeline in early learning centres,
Macquarie notes. but with development returns moderating and interest expense headwinds impacting growth,
the broker has become more cautious on the outlook.
Given an elevated valuation and forecast 3.5% dividend yield, Macquarie downgrades to Neutral from
Outperform. Target falls to $4.74 from $4.92.
ASX LIMITED ((ASX)) Downgrade to Lighten from Hold by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 1/2/3
Ord Minnett reduces its rating for the ASX to Lighten from Hold on valuation and concerns over July volumes
which showed pressures that may be ongoing for a few months. The target also falls to $82.50 from $84.86.
These pressures are from expenses related to the CHESS replacement, explains the analyst. There's also
concerns around a new management team and the regulator's own concerns about the IT rollouts.
The broker estimates any benefits from the block chain technology will be small and have been pushed further
out.
BENDIGO & ADELAIDE BANK LIMITED ((BEN)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie
.B/H/S: 1/3/1
Macquarie notes Bendigo & Adelaide Bank continues to lead the banking sector in 2022, outperforming peers
12-35% year-to-date with strong lending growth driving the result.
The bank has also benefited from its relatively higher exposure to rising rates, but the broker warns as deposit
pricing benefits normalise, and with Bendigo & Adelaide Bank not demonstrating margin upside like peers
National Bank ((NAB)) and Suncorp Group ((SUN)), valuation is increasingly stretched.
The broker finds cost ambitions unrealistic, and presenting a key risk to its recommendation. The rating is
downgraded to Underperform from Neutral and the target price of $10.00 is retained.
BORAL LIMITED ((BLD)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 0/3/3
With Boral due to report on its full year before the end of the month, Macquarie believes strong underlying
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With Boral due to report on its full year before the end of the month, Macquarie believes strong underlying
demand remains for the cement and aggregate market despite weather impacts.
The broker does remain cautious, with expected further high rainfall between September and November for
the eastern states presenting risk, but sees favourable infrastructure developments. Energy costs also remain a
risk, and could drive downside if costs worsen.
The rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform and the target price decreases to $3.20 from $4.05.
BEACH ENERGY LIMITED ((BPT)) Downgrade to Hold from Add by Morgans .B/H/S: 4/2/1
Ahead of FY22 results due on Monday August 15 for Beach Energy, Morgans lowers its rating to Hold from Add,
partly due to valuation.
The broker also fears FY23 production guidance may not be as strong as hoped for, and prices aren't likely to
lift materially until FY24, partially due to an expected increase in Origin Energy's ((ORG)) GSA pricing.
The target price falls to $1.91 from $1.95.
CITY CHIC COLLECTIVE LIMITED ((CCX)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 3/2/0
Website analysis by Citi reveals weaker-than-expected website visits (one driver of online sales) for City Chic
Collective and the broker downgrades its rating to Neutral from Buy, after trimming FY23 and FY24 EPS
forecasts by -3%.
The eanings downgrades also reflect a challenging FY23 outlook, explains the analyst. The target falls by -17%
to $2.47 due to the earnings changes, lower market multiples and a lower price/earnings premium.
COMPUTERSHARE LIMITED ((CPU)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 6/1/0
Benefiting from rising interest rates, Credit Suisse notes Computershare has been in an earnings upgrade cycle
over the last year, but anticipates the cycle is coming to an end as interest rate cuts from FY24-26 begin to be
priced in to fixed income markets.
The company delivered a 2% beat to its earnings per share guidance, and is guiding to 55% growth in FY23,
but Credit Suisse is predicting earnings growth will decline to just 13% in FY24 and no growth will occur in FY25
and FY26. Earnings per share forecasts are downgraded -13-15% through to FY24.
The rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform and the target price decreases to $25.00 from $27.00.
See also CPU upgrade.
DOMAIN HOLDINGS AUSTRALIA LIMITED ((DHG)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 3/3/0
Citi downgrades its rating for Domain Holdings Australia to Neutral from Buy as consensus growth expectations
for FY23 and FY24 are likely too optimistic. This view takes into account a near halving of house lending over
the next two years and double-digit house price declines.
Despite this, the broker upgrades its FY22 earnings (EBITDA) forecast by 3% for stronger 4Q new listing volumes
and expects positive momentum into the 1Q of FY23.
As Sydney and Canberra were in lockdowns in the first quarter of FY22, Citi expects Domain to provide a strong
upcoming trading update.
The target falls by -30% to $4.10. REA Group is preferred in the space.
GWA GROUP LIMITED ((GWA)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 0/3/0
With GWA Group due to report on its full year before the end of the month, Macquarie is flagging risks to the
company's pipeline as affordability pressures mount, particularly highlighting exposure to residential as home
buyers look to cut costs on fixtures and fittings.
The broker notes a more significant downturn in the housing market remains a key risk to GWA Group, while a
weaker Australian dollar could place pressure on margins. Earnings per share forecasts updated 0%, -6% and
-14% through to FY24.
The rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform and the target price decreases to $2.15 from $3.30.
LOVISA HOLDINGS LIMITED ((LOV)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by UBS .B/H/S: 4/1/0
UBS lifts its target price for Lovisa Holdings to $18.50 from $16.00 on greater forecast US store growth and a
greater valuation from an increased trading multiple. As shares have rallied strongly, the rating is pulled back
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to Neutral from Buy.
The broker expects scale and price optimisation (promotions etc) will outweigh near-term headwinds from
labour and supply chain costs.
OZ MINERALS LIMITED ((OZL)) Downgrade to Hold from Add by Morgans .B/H/S: 3/3/0
Morgans agrees with the board of OZ Minerals in finding the $25/share takeover bid by BHP group undervalues
the company and is highly opportunistic. OZ Minerals shares have corrected by around -35% from a 12-month
high above $29.
The analyst feels odds favour a higher offer in time, given the solid logic for BHP Group and the potential
synergies.
The broker downgrades its rating to Hold from Add after a share price rally in reaction to the anouncement
already incorporates most of the potential upside.
Apart from factoring-in the bid, Morgans makes allowances for 2Q production that was -10% below the broker's
expectation, and higher unit costs, as well as lower near-term copper forecasts. The target rises to $25.40
from $23.12.
See also OZL upgrade.
REA GROUP LIMITED ((REA)) Downgrade to Accumulate from Buy by Ord Minnett and Downgrade to Neutral
from Buy by Citi and Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by UBS .B/H/S: 3/3/1
Post REA Group's FY22 release, Ord Minnett has pulled back its rating to Accumulate from Buy. Target price
remains unchanged at $140.
REA's underlying net profit missed the broker's forecast, but it's predominantly the uncertain outlook that
keeps Ord Minnett on the cautious side.
In addition, the broker did spot some cost pressures emerging.
Citi downgrades its rating for REA Group to Neutral from Buy as consensus growth expectations for FY23 and
FY24 are likely too optimistic. This view takes into account a near halving of house lending over the next two
years and double-digit house price declines.
Despite this, the broker upgrades its FY22 earnings (EBITDA) forecast by 2% for stronger 4Q new listing volumes
and expects positive momentum into the 1Q of FY23.
The target falls to $133.05 from $153.50.
REA Group 2H22 results beat UBS earnings forecasts by 4% with revenues of $579m, which came in line with
expectations.
UBS is forecasting 10% yield growth for FY23 to FY27 which is at the lower end of REA Group's guidance as
highlighted at the Investor Day, with declines in listings in major cities Sydney and Melbourne and slower
rentals acting as a drag on yield.
The UBS macro outlook is -10-15% house price declines through the cycle and peaking in the 2H23,
accordingly the analyst lowers the FY23 forecast volume growth to -6% from -4% in line with previous
downturns in the housing cycle.
The broker's earnings forecasts are lowered by -5% and the stock is considered as reasonably valued.
The recommendation is downgraded to Neutral from Buy and the price target is raised to $142.60 from $130.
Total Recommendations

Recommendation Changes
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Broker Recommendation Breakup

Broker Rating
Order
Company
Upgrade
1
AIR NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
2
COMPUTERSHARE LIMITED
3
GRAINCORP LIMITED
4
INCITEC PIVOT LIMITED
5
OZ MINERALS LIMITED
6
OZ MINERALS LIMITED
7
REDBUBBLE LIMITED
8
REECE LIMITED
Downgrade
9
ARENA REIT
10
ASX LIMITED
11
AUSTRALIAN CLINICAL LABS LIMITED
12
BEACH ENERGY LIMITED
13
BENDIGO & ADELAIDE BANK LIMITED
14
BORAL LIMITED
15
CITY CHIC COLLECTIVE LIMITED
16
COMPUTERSHARE LIMITED
17
DOMAIN HOLDINGS AUSTRALIA LIMITED
18
GWA GROUP LIMITED
19
LOVISA HOLDINGS LIMITED
20
OZ MINERALS LIMITED
21
REA GROUP LIMITED
22
REA GROUP LIMITED
23
REA GROUP LIMITED

New Rating

Old Rating

Broker

Neutral
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Neutral
Buy
Neutral

Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Sell
Sell
Neutral
Sell

Macquarie
Citi
Credit Suisse
Morgan Stanley
Ord Minnett
Credit Suisse
UBS
Macquarie

Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Buy
Neutral

Buy
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy

Macquarie
Ord Minnett
Credit Suisse
Morgans
Macquarie
Macquarie
Citi
Credit Suisse
Citi
Macquarie
UBS
Morgans
UBS
Ord Minnett
Citi

Target Price
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
SQ2 BLOCK INC
2
OZL OZ MINERALS LIMITED
3
RBL REDBUBBLE LIMITED
4
IPL
INCITEC PIVOT LIMITED
5
LOV LOVISA HOLDINGS LIMITED
6
REA REA GROUP LIMITED

New TargetPrevious Target Change Recs
130.000
97.000
34.02% 4
24.000
19.117
25.54% 6
1.550
1.500
3.33% 3
4.183
4.063
2.95% 6
20.420
19.920
2.51% 5
132.550
132.500
0.04% 7

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
AMP AMP LIMITED
2
DHG DOMAIN HOLDINGS AUSTRALIA LIMITED

New TargetPrevious Target Change Recs
1.033
1.118
-7.60% 3
4.350
4.692
-7.29% 6
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

GNC
BLD
CCX
REH
TLS
CIP
DRR
COF

GRAINCORP LIMITED
BORAL LIMITED
CITY CHIC COLLECTIVE LIMITED
REECE LIMITED
TELSTRA CORPORATION LIMITED
CENTURIA INDUSTRIAL REIT
DETERRA ROYALTIES LIMITED
CENTURIA OFFICE REIT

9.648
2.878
2.794
17.996
4.375
3.492
4.890
2.027

10.222
3.020
2.900
18.536
4.462
3.550
4.930
2.040

-5.62%
-4.70%
-3.66%
-2.91%
-1.95%
-1.63%
-0.81%
-0.64%

5
6
5
5
6
5
5
3

Earning Forecast
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
29M 29METALS LIMITED
2
SUN SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED
3
CPU COMPUTERSHARE LIMITED
4
AQZ ALLIANCE AVIATION SERVICES LIMITED
5
MP1 MEGAPORT LIMITED
6
TLS TELSTRA CORPORATION LIMITED
7
CBA COMMONWEALTH BANK OF AUSTRALIA
8
GNC GRAINCORP LIMITED
9
REA REA GROUP LIMITED
10
SFR SANDFIRE RESOURCES LIMITED

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
-0.788
-3.125
74.78% 4
90.457
53.414
69.35% 6
124.753
75.565
65.09% 7
29.807
21.403
39.27% 3
-15.080
-24.600
38.70% 5
16.942
13.583
24.73% 6
569.714
527.000
8.11% 7
170.220
157.880
7.82% 5
331.843
311.071
6.68% 7
60.387
57.821
4.44% 7

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
OZL OZ MINERALS LIMITED
2
AMP AMP LIMITED
3
QBE QBE INSURANCE GROUP LIMITED
4
CLW CHARTER HALL LONG WALE REIT
5
COF CENTURIA OFFICE REIT
6
CRN CORONADO GLOBAL RESOURCES INC
7
BHP BHP GROUP LIMITED
8
NEA NEARMAP LIMITED
9
MIN MINERAL RESOURCES LIMITED
10
CNI CENTURIA CAPITAL GROUP

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
91.071
109.286
-16.67% 6
5.500
6.540
-15.90% 3
74.111
83.902
-11.67% 7
27.980
30.240
-7.47% 5
15.067
16.275
-7.42% 3
72.436
77.651
-6.72% 3
586.490
627.330
-6.51% 7
-5.800
-5.467
-6.09% 3
244.120
259.120
-5.79% 5
14.333
14.867
-3.59% 3

Technical limitations
If you are reading this story through a third party distribution channel and you cannot see charts
included, we apologise, but technical limitations are to blame.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Uranium Week: Wake Me Up In September
There were no transactions reported in global uranium markets last week, at all. The highlight was passage of a
bill supporting US nuclear energy.
-Nuclear-supportive act passes US Congress
-Impact of loss Russian supply
-France can’t take the heat
By Greg Peel
You know it’s summer when not one transaction was reported in either the uranium spot or term markets last
week.
TradeTech’s weekly spot price indicator remains unchanged at US$47.75/lb and term indicators at US$51.50/lb
(mid) and US$53.00/lb (long).
The highlight of the week was passage of the US Inflation Reduction Act through the House, now requiring only
Biden’s signature to become law. But he, too, is presently on holiday.
The bill, which aims to reduce carbon emissions by -40% by 2030, includes US$369bn for climate and energy
provisions and aims to accelerate the nation's transition away from fossil fuels with support for the domestic
nuclear power and renewables industries, TradeTech notes. Clean energy tax credits drive the majority of
emission reductions in the bill.
These include Production Tax Credits for electricity produced by existing US nuclear power plants and a new
technology-neutral tax credit for all clean electricity technologies, including advanced nuclear and power
upgrades placed into service in 2025 or later, as well as a 30% credit for the investment in a new zero-carbon
electricity facility, in addition to nuclear power plants.
Although the direct effects of the bill will not be realised immediately, the news does finally provide broad
policy support that gives nuclear generation an opportunity to compete on a level playing field with natural
gas and renewals in the US.
This will undoubtedly draw the attention of those in the investment community who recognise its growth
potential but have been reticent to make commitments absent policy support, TradeTech suggests.
But…
The other side of the equation is nevertheless supply. While Russia only supplies around 6% of global uranium,
Citi notes, it supplies 26% of the enriched uranium required to fuel nuclear generation. Russia is also the
largest builder of new nuclear plants around the world.
As such, it is both very difficult and highly costly to wean off Russian supplies in the short- to mid-term, Citi
points out. Utilities in the US are also significantly exposed to Russian supplies, so the Inflation Reduction Act
will go some way to addressing this issue.
A shortage of enriched uranium in the open market, potentially caused by the disruption to Russian supplies in
the near term (Citi’s bull case), would likely lead to a higher conversion rate and, subsequently, to higher
U3O8 spot prices versus current levels.
Sacre Bleu
France lost its place as Europe's largest electricity exporter this week as prolonged outages at several of the
country's nuclear power plants due to the European heatwave caused the country to import more power than it
exported during the first half of 2022, TradeTech reports.
Sweden, which generates most if its electricity from nuclear power, hydro, and biofuels, was Europe's largest
net power exporter in the first half of 2022.
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Nuclear energy generates around 10% of electricity produced today globally, with almost 20% in advanced
economies, and France is the leader with 70% of its electricity generated from nuclear energy.
Uranium companies listed on the ASX:
ASX
CODE
BKY
BMN
BOE
ERA
PDN
PEN
VMY

DATE
15/08/2022
15/08/2022
15/08/2022
15/08/2022
15/08/2022
15/08/2022
15/08/2022

LAST
PRICE
0.3400
2.0000
2.5100
0.2500
0.7400
0.1800
0.1900

WEEKLY %
MOVE
0.00%
- 6.10%
- 0.40%
4.00%
- 3.85%
-14.29%
0.00%

52WK
HIGH
$0.64
$2.29
$3.10
$0.58
$1.12
$0.35
$0.33

52WK
LOW
$0.14
$0.12
$0.14
$0.16
$0.42
$0.12
$0.09

P/E

CONSENSUS
TARGET

UPSIDE/DOWNSIDE

$2.600

3.6%

-78.2 $0.800

8.1%

Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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The Short Report - 18 Aug 2022
See Guide further below (for readers with full access).
Summary:
By Greg Peel
Week Ending August 11, 2022.
Last week the ASX200 continued its steady rally, tracking Wall Street.
The week before last saw a predominance of short position increases across the table despite the rally. Last
week saw the opposite, as the table below attests.
There were a couple of large reductions.
Inghams Group ((ING)) shorts fell to fell to 5.1% from 7.9%. The share price didn’t do much last week, there
was no new news. Inghams reports earnings this Friday.
Mesoblast ((MSB)), like all biotechs, can be extremely volatile on a day to day basis but last week implemented
a large capital raising. A raising provides the opportunity for shorters to pick up the new capital at a discount
and close out their positions for a profit.
And it seems they did, assuming the ASIC data are accurate, Mesoblast has disappeared off the 5%-plus shorted
table from 8.2% the week before.
As is clear below, another seven stocks fell out from the 5% bracket, reducing the overall table by eight stocks
in total.
Weekly short positions as a percentage of market cap:
10%+
FLT
BET
SQ2
NAN

14.2
12.1
11.3
10.6

Out: LKE
9.0-9.9
LKE, ZIP
In: LKE, ZIP

Out: RRL

8.0-8.9%
RRL, MP1
In: RRL

Out: ZIP, MSB

7.0-7.9%
EML, PNV, CCX
Out: ING, IEL, WEB, BGL
6.0-6.9%
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BGL, CUV, WEB, PBH, VUL, DEG, BRG, IEL, PNI, PDN, KGN, 92E, TPW
In: BGL, WEB, IEL, BRG

Out: CXO, SBM

5.0-5.9%
CXO, AMA, SBM, APX, NEA, FFX, ING, ASM
In: ING, CXO, SBM

Out: BRG, ADH, BOQ, NHC, OBL, JBH, PME, IMU

Movers & Shakers
All covered above.
ASX20 Short Positions (%)
Code Last Week Week Before Code Last Week Week Before
ALL

0.3

0.2

NAB

0.6

0.9

ANZ

0.5

0.7

NCM

0.2

0.2

BHP

0.4

0.3

RIO

0.9

0.8

CBA

0.9

1.0

STO

0.2

0.2

COL

0.7

0.6

TCL

0.5

0.4

CSL

0.3

0.3

TLS

0.1

0.1

FMG

1.6

1.7

WBC

1.1

1.2

GMG

0.8

0.8

WDS

1.0

1.0

JHX

0.5

0.4

WES

0.8

0.9

MQG

0.5

0.5

WOW

0.6

0.6

To see the full Short Report, please go to this link
Guide:
The Short Report draws upon data provided by the Australian Securities & Investment Commission (ASIC) to
highlight significant weekly moves in short positions registered on stocks listed on the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX). Short positions in exchange-traded funds (ETF) and non-ordinary shares are not included.
Short positions below 5% are not included in the table below but may be noted in the accompanying text if
deemed significant.
Please take note of the Important Information provided at the end of this report. Percentage amounts in this
report refer to percentage of ordinary shares on issue.
Stock codes highlighted in green have seen their short positions reduce in the week by an amount sufficient
to move them into a lower percentage bracket. Stocks highlighted in red have seen their short positions
increase in the week by an amount sufficient to move them into a higher percentage bracket. Moves in excess
of one percentage point or more are discussed in the Movers & Shakers report below.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THIS REPORT
The above information is sourced from daily reports published by the Australian Investment & Securities
Commission (ASIC) and is provided by FNArena unqualified as a service to subscribers. FNArena would like to
make it very clear that immediate assumptions cannot be drawn from the numbers alone.
It is wrong to assume that short percentages published by ASIC simply imply negative market positions held by
fund managers or others looking to profit from a fall in respective share prices. While all or part of certain
short percentages may indeed imply such, there are also a myriad of other reasons why a short position might
be held which does not render that position “naked” given offsetting positions held elsewhere. Whatever
balance of percentages truly is a “short” position would suggest there are negative views on a stock held by
some in the market and also would suggest that were the news flow on that stock to turn suddenly positive,
“short covering” may spark a short, sharp rally in that share price. However short positions held as an offset
against another position may prove merely benign.
Often large short positions can be attributable to a listed hybrid security on the same stock where traders
look to “strip out” the option value of the hybrid with offsetting listed option and stock positions. Short
positions may form part of a short stock portfolio offsetting a long share price index (SPI) futures portfolio – a
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popular trade which seeks to exploit windows of opportunity when the SPI price trades at an overextended
discount to fair value. Short positions may be held as a hedge by a broking house providing dividend
reinvestment plan (DRP) underwriting services or other similar services. Short positions will occasionally need
to be adopted by market makers in listed equity exchange traded fund products (EFT). All of the above are
just some of the reasons why a short position may be held in a stock but can be considered benign in share
price direction terms due to offsets.
Market makers in stock and stock index options will also hedge their portfolios using short positions where
necessary. These delta hedges often form the other side of a client's long stock-long put option protection
trade, or perhaps long stock-short call option (“buy-write”) position. In a clear example of how published
short percentages can be misleading, an options market maker may hold a short position below the implied
delta hedge level and that actually implies a “long” position in that stock.
Another popular trading strategy is that of “pairs trading” in which one stock is held short against a long
position in another stock. Such positions look to exploit perceived imbalances in the valuations of two stocks
and imply a “net neutral” market position.
Aside from all the above reasons as to why it would be a potential misconception to draw simply conclusions
on short percentages, there are even wider issues to consider. ASIC itself will admit that short position data is
not an exact science given the onus on market participants to declare to their broker when positions truly are
“short”. Without any suggestion of deceit, there are always participants who are ignorant of the regulations.
Discrepancies can also arise when short positions are held by a large investment banking operation offering
multiple stock market services as well as proprietary trading activities. Such activity can introduce the
possibility of either non-counting or double-counting when custodians are involved and beneficial ownership
issues become unclear.
Finally, a simple fact is that the Australian Securities Exchange also keeps its own register of short positions.
The figures provided by ASIC and by the ASX at any point do not necessarily correlate.
FNArena has offered this qualified explanation of the vagaries of short stock positions as a warning to
subscribers not to jump to any conclusions or to make investment decisions based solely on these unqualified
numbers. FNArena strongly suggests investors seek advice from their stock broker or financial adviser before
acting upon any of the information provided herein.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE, AND DISCLAIMERS
These Terms and Conditions of Use, and Disclaimers constitutes your agreement with FNArena Ltd
with respect to your use of its FNArena website, its weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call,
as well as any other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on its website, or
anywhere else, from time to time.
Please read the contents of this page carefully as it contains important legal information and
disclaimers. By entering and perusing the website, reading the Australian Broker Call, or, if you are
subscriber, by entering the password protected part of the website, you acknowledge that you have
read, understood and accept this agreement.
By accepting this agreement you acknowledge, understand and accept the following:
1. Reference to “FN Arena” and “FNArena” means reference to FNArena Ltd, its journalists,
directors, other employees, affiliates, agents, associates and subsidiaries.
2. FNArena Ltd is the owner of the FN Arena website and brand name.
3. Reference to “we” or “us” is reference to FNArena.
4. Reference to “this website” or the “FNArena website” means reference to www.fnarena.com, and
includes reference to FNArena’s weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call, as well as any
other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on this website, or anywhere else, from
time to time.
5. Reference to “news periodicals” means reference to FNArena’s weekday periodical, Australian
Broker Call, as well as any other periodicals FNArena may publish from time to time on this website,
or anywhere else, from time to time.
6. Reference to “publications” in this agreement means any material, including articles, published or
put in print on the FNArena website, or anywhere else, whatsoever, and includes FNArena’s
weekday periodical, Australian Broker Call, and any other periodicals FNArena may publish from
time to time.
7. Reference to a “visitor” means, you, a visitor to this website, and includes a subscriber to
Australian Broker Call as well as any other publications or periodicals FNArena may, from time to
time, publish through its website.
8. FNArena is a media company which employs financial journalists to report financial news.
FNArena’s journalists perform the required research and collect the information that is, ultimately,
each day, published on this website and in FNArena’s news periodicals. As is obvious, the process by
which the information is collected and delivered to you is a purely journalistic one and, therefore,
the comments, opinions and recommendations FNArena reports on this website are not the
opinions of FNArena or any of its journalist or other employees. FNArena is ONLY and specifically a

matter‐of‐fact reporter of industry signals suggesting price direction probability of some shares.
FNArena simply delivers the information – it does not create it.
9. Although FNArena obtains the information published herein from sources deemed to be reliable,
and given and received in good faith, it cannot and does not guarantee its accuracy. FNArena does
not take any responsibility either for the financial soundness or for the correctness of statement
made or opinion expressed in the data or content reported by FNArena, and cannot and does not
guarantee the reliability and accuracy of the opinions of the brokers whose opinions,
recommendations and forecasts it reports.
10. FNArena publishes this website, all publications and its periodicals strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial, educational and informational purposes of its subscribers only. Our goal
is to provide the subscribers with a convenient starting point of potentially useful, but not
comprehensive, content that can educate or otherwise enhance a visitor’s knowledge base and
frame of reference.
11. FNArena is NOT a stock broker or financial or trading advisor, nor is it an advisory service of any
kind, and no advice or recommendations on investments or trading are made nor implied on this
website. Nothing contained in this website is intended to be, nor shall it be construed as, advice or
recommendation. Any investment or other decisions made by you must be based solely on your own
evaluation of the targeted subject for investment, and your financial circumstances and investment
objectives, and FNArena will not be held liable for any such investments and decisions.
12. It is distinctly understood and accepted that the shares referred to in the FNArena website,
FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals have not been recommended by FNArena. The content
and or any comments found of this website, including the content and/or comments published in
any publication and/or periodicals published by FNArena, do not constitute a recommendation or
endorsement by FNArena with respect to any company, security, share or investment or any
financial or investment product.
13. This website makes no representations, and, to the extent allowed by the law, specifically
disclaims all warranties, express, implied or statutory, regarding the accuracy, timeliness,
completeness, merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose of any material contained in the
website.
14. Before making an investment decision, you must do your own research and rely on your own
examination of the share, and the risk involved, and not on what you read on the FNArena website,
or in any publication or periodical. The content of this website is provided strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial educational and informational purposes only and FNArena shall not be
held liable for any investment decisions, sales or purchase decisions, which you may have made
based on what you have read on this website or in the periodicals published by FNArena from time
to time, or in any other publications FNArena may publish on its website, or anywhere else, from
time to time. Anyone who makes investment decisions based on what they read on this website
does so at their own risk, and agrees that they cannot hold FNArena responsible and/or liable for
any loss whatsoever.

15. It is your responsibility to evaluate the completeness, accuracy and usefulness of any content
made available on this website. If you are unsure, or in doubt about the meaning of any information,
you should consult your financial advisor.
16. FNArena does not guarantee any returns on investments made in any share mentioned on this
website by the visitors. As any investor well knows, any investment opportunity, strategy or concept
involves a degree of risk and investors should not invest any funds unless they can afford to take the
risk of losing their investment. FNArena strongly suggests that you consult your own financial
advisors regarding the soundness of any intended investments, strategies or concepts, and discuss
with such advisor your individual investment needs and goals. You may also wish to consult the
broker who expressed the opinion we have reported on in the news periodicals we publish.
17. FNArena shall not be held liable to any visitor of the FN Arena website, or any reader of its
periodicals and/or publications, or anyone else who may have relied on this website, directly or
indirectly, for any inaccuracies in the printed material found on the FN Arena website, in the
periodicals and/or other publications, any typing errors, omissions, interruptions, timeliness,
completeness, deletions, defects, failure of performance, computer virus, communication line
failures, alterations of, or use of any content herein, regardless of cause, for any loss or damage
resulting therefrom.
18. Under no circumstances, including, but not limited to negligence, shall FNArena be liable for any
direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages that result from the use of, or the
inability to use, the FNArena website, and any or the FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals.
19. As a condition of use of the FNArena Website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals, you agree
to indemnify FNArena and all those affiliated with it from and against any and all liabilities, expenses
(including legal costs) and damages arising out of claims resulting from your use of the FNArena
website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals. If you are uncertain about this agreement or the
contents of the FNArena’s website, or are dissatisfied in any shape or from, with the content of the
FNArena website, or any of the publications or periodicals, or you do not agree with these terms and
conditions, your sole and exclusive remedy is to discontinue using the FNArena website, FNArena’s
publications and periodicals.
20. FNArena may, from time to time, publish advice, opinions and statements of various third
parties, other than the ten stock brokers, and various other information and content providers.
FNArena does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any advice, opinion, statement
or other information provided by these third parties. Reliance upon any such opinion, advice,
statement, or other information is at your own risk.
21. The FNArena website may contain links and pointers to websites maintained by third parties.
FNArena does not operate or control in any respect any information, products or services on such
third‐party websites. Third party links are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services provided by the third party link
owners or operators. FNArena has no control over any websites that we might link to and does not

take responsibility for their quality, content or suitability.
22. FNArena is not responsible for claims made by advertisers on the FN Arena website or in any of
its periodicals. Such advertisements are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services advertised. FNArena does not
check the accuracy of the statements made by the advertisers. You assume sole responsibility for
the access and use of third party links and pointers from the FN Arena website, as well as any
purchases you may make from those third parties (including advertisers).
23. All the content, information and material made available on this website are provided to you “as
is” and without warranty of any kind from FNArena whether express or implied, including, but not
limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, title, non‐
infringement, security or accuracy, nor does FNArena endorse or take any responsibility for the
accuracy or reliability of any opinion, advise or statement made through the FN Arena website, its
periodicals, or for making good all or part of any loss and/or damage that may have been caused by
the visitor’s reliance on any information, advise, product or service obtained from a linked website.
24. FNArena is not liable for any copyright infringements incurred by any outside content or
information contributors, or by third parties who have links to this website, or advertise on this
website.
25. FNArena reserves the right to make any and all changes to the FN Arena website, including the
publications and periodicals, at its sole discretion without notice to you. FNArena reserves the right
to deny access to this website or its information to anyone at any time.
26. This agreement shall be deemed to include all other notices, policies, disclaimers, and other
terms contained in the FNArena website, provided, however, that in the event of a conflict between
such other terms and the terms of this agreement, the terms of this agreement shall prevail.
27. FNArena shall have the right, at its discretion, to change, modify, add or remove terms of this
agreement at any time. Changes shall be effective immediately. Notification of any such changes
shall be made herein, therefore, you are strongly advised to read these terms each time you wish to
access the FN Arena website or any periodical.
28. No permission is granted to copy, distribute, modify, post or frame any text, graphics, video,
audio, software code, or viewer interface design or logos. The entire FNArena website, including the
publications and periodicals, is subject to copyright with all rights
reserved. The information contained in the website, including the publications and periodicals, shall
not be published, rewritten for broadcast or publication or redistributed in any medium, or for any
other reason whatsoever, without prior written permission from FNArena.
29. All original content is the copyrighted property of FNArena.
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